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ABSTRACT
Ke Wang: Towards Efficient 3D Reconstructions from High-Resolution Satellite Imagery
(Under the direction of Jan-Michael Frahm and Enrique Dunn)
Recent years have witnessed the rapid growth of commercial satellite imagery. Compared
with other imaging products, such as aerial or streetview imagery, modern satellite images are
captured at high resolution and with multiple spectral bands, thus provide unique viewing angles,
global coverage, and frequent updates of the Earth surfaces. With automated processing and intel-
ligent analysis algorithms, satellite images can enable global-scale 3D modeling applications.
This dissertation explores computer vision algorithms to reconstruct 3D models from satel-
lite images at different levels: geometric, semantic, and parametric reconstructions. However,
reconstructing satellite imagery is particularly challenging for the following reasons: 1) Satellite
images typically contain an enormous amount of raw pixels. Efficient algorithms are needed to
minimize the substantial computational burden. 2) The ground sampling distances of satellite
images are comparatively low. Visual entities, such as buildings, appear visually small and clut-
tered, thus posing difficulties for 3D modeling. 3) Satellite images usually have complex camera
models and inaccurate vendor-provided camera calibrations. Rational polynomial coefficients
(RPC) camera models, although widely used, need to be appropriately handled to ensure high-
quality reconstructions.
To obtain geometric reconstructions efficiently, we propose an edge-aware interpolation-
based algorithm to obtain 3D point clouds from satellite image pairs. Initial 2D pixel matches
are first established and triangulated to compensate the RPC calibration errors. Noisy dense cor-
respondences can then be estimated by interpolating the inlier matches in an edge-aware manner.
After refining the correspondence map with a fast bilateral solver, we can obtain dense 3D point
clouds via triangulation.
iii
Pixel-wise semantic classification results for satellite images are usually noisy due to the neg-
ligence of spatial neighborhood information. Thus, we propose to aggregate multiple correspond-
ing observations of the same 3D point to obtain high-quality semantic models. Instead of just
leveraging geometric reconstructions to provide such correspondences, we formulate geometric
modeling and semantic reasoning in a joint Markov Random Field (MRF) model. Our experi-
ments show that both tasks can benefit from the joint inference.
Finally, we propose a novel deep learning based approach to perform single-view parametric
reconstructions from satellite imagery. By parametrizing buildings as 3D cuboids, our method
simultaneously localizes building instances visible in the image and estimates their corresponding
cuboid models. Aerial LiDAR and vectorized GIS maps are utilized as supervision. Our network
upsamples CNN features to detect small but cluttered building instances. In addition, we estimate
building contours through a separate fully convolutional network to avoid overlapping building
cuboids.
iv
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Human’s curiosity of the space and the Earth never ends. Numerous spacecrafts have been
sent to the space to explore the unknown. The U.S. took the first image of the Earth (see Fig-
ure 1.1a) from the space on a sub-orbital V-2 rocket on October 24, 1946. On August 14, 1959,
the U.S. Explorer 6 satellite shot the first orbital satellite photograph (Figure 1.1b). In 1972, the
Apollo 17 spacecraft crew took the famous Blue Marble photo of the Earth (Figure 1.1c). These
are early attempts to collect visual observation data of the Earth from the space.
Also in 1972, the U.S. launched the Landsat program (NASA, 1972) to systemically acquire
imagery of the Earth from space. The Landsat program marks the start of the modern era of Earth
observation and surveying using satellite imagery.
Since then, imaging satellites have thrived to enable a comprehensive range of applications,
covering military, government, and commercial scenarios. State-of-the-art commercial image
satellites are capable of taking images with ground sampling distances up to 30 centimeters per
pixel. Modern satellite images can cover as many as 16 spectral channels, and pixels are captured
(a) First image from space (b) First satellite image (c) The Blue Marble
Figure 1.1: Early satellite images. Source: Wikipedia.
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with up to 12 bits of dynamic range. Thus, modern imaging satellites have become reliable plat-
forms for gathering high-quality Earth observation data.
Imaging satellites usually orbit the Earth with a radius of ∼ 600 kilometers and a period of
∼ 100 minutes. The unique viewing angle and position of imaging satellites make them capable
of photographing the Earth surface with broad coverage and high update frequency, which other
imaging platforms usually cannot provide. Commercial satellite imaging vendors, such as Planet
Labs (Schingler et al., 2010), have developed inexpensive miniaturized satellites that can provide
daily updates of specific Earth surface areas.
Commercial space transportation services, such as Space-X and Blue Origin, have signifi-
cantly lowered the cost of launching satellites into space with reusable rocket platforms. Besides
the commercial efforts, different governments and research institutes also heavily invest in next-
generation imaging satellite platforms. In the next two decades,a much larger number of modern
imaging satellites are scheduled to be launched to better serve the mankind by continuously gath-
ering Earth observation data.
All such advances have evolved imaging satellites from survey-only to surveillance-capable
platforms. Large-scale and high-quality visual datasets can be continuously collected from the
satellite imaging platforms. Satellite imagery, if properly processed, can benefit many different
applications. For example, detection and identification of small features from satellite images,
e.g. vehicles and roads, can benefit the civil and land planning (Weng, 2002). Example use in
the agriculture industry is estimating the crop yields, the location of potential crop diseases, the
tree count, from overhead satellite imagery (Kussul et al., 2017). Satellite imagery derived intel-
ligence and tactical planning in urban areas are critical for defense purposes. Homeland security
can also benefit from satellite images by monitoring mitigation and assessing crisis events such
as earthquakes (Gueguen and Hamid, 2015). Topography and drainage basin gradient studies in
hydrology can use satellite images as reliable data sources.
Especially, automatically reconstructing large-scale geospatial areas (both urban and rural
areas) from satellite imagery is particularly useful. For example, mobile navigation and au-
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tonomous driving need high-definition 2D/3D maps; the entertainment industry such as gaming,
filming, and virtual reality, requires high-fidelity 3D models for photo-realistic rendering
and visual effects; urban planning also benefits from accurate virtual models of the current
environment.
However, many of the aforementioned applications still rely on manual inspections, analysis,
and modeling. Automated and intelligent processing is thus critical to fully unleash the wealthy
information buried in the massive satellite image collections. In this dissertation, we focus on
utilizing satellite imagery as a global data source to research the automatic 3D reconstruction of
large-scale geospatial areas. But reconstructing satellite imagery is particularly challenging for
the following reasons:
1. The enormous absolute pixel count: satellite images typically contain several hundred
million pixels while each pixel can contain up to sixteen channels. The high pixel count im-
plies a substantial computational complexity (both time and space complexity) for satellite
imagery processing. For example, traditional multi-view stereo algorithms would require
searching a large disparity space in satellite images (Wang et al., 2014b) to establish stereo
correspondences. Thus, 3D modeling from satellite images requires efficient and scalable
algorithms.
2. The low ground sampling resolution: despite the large geospatial coverage of satellite
images, each pixel only covers an area no smaller than 30 × 30cm2 on the ground. Thus,
small-scale objects on the ground are only covered by a few pixels or only contribute to the
appearance of a single pixel. Such a low ground sampling resolution poses great challenges
for detecting building instances and approximating their shapes.
3. Complicated and inaccurate sensor imaging models: image sensors can vary across dif-
ferent satellite image vendors. Formulating precise physical camera models to describe
the geometric imaging process is complex. Usually, only approximate mathematical mod-
els are provided (Hartley and Saxena, 1997) by the image vendors. Rational polynomial
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coefficients (RPC) models (Hu et al., 2004) are a common choice for modeling the satel-
lite imaging process. In addition, due to the approximation errors of the orbital model and
the systematic errors of the onboard sensors, satellite images exhibit registration errors
when projected onto the Earth surfaces (Ozcanli et al., 2014). Such registration errors, if
not properly corrected, can significantly degrade the geometry estimation.
The challenges mentioned above must be addressed appropriately in order to obtain high-
quality geometric reconstructions from satellite imagery. This dissertation explores methods to
improve the reconstruction efficiency while tackling such challenges to maintain model fidelity.
Beyond geometric reconstructions, semantic analysis of the Earth surface can also benefit
many applications. For example, to navigate a drone or an autonomous vehicle, knowing geom-
etry (where are things) alone is not enough. Additional semantic information (what are things)
must be obtained to guarantee safety movements, e.g., not driving/landing on water surfaces.
However, in the context of satellite image-based land usage analysis, most existing land usage
datasets neither provide enough coverage nor enough resolution. For example, land use data pro-
vided by USGS have ground sampling distance of at least one kilometer per pixel. The potential
usage of such coarse resolution data is rather limited. On the other hand, satellite imagery, cap-
tured at high-resolution and with multiple spectral bands, is an ideal data source to build high-
resolution land use data at a global scale.
Nonetheless, high-resolution semantic annotations on satellite images are rare to find. The
limited availability of ground-truth data prohibits data-driven methods to be applied to achieve
such goals. In this dissertation, we explored the possibility of joining geometric reconstruction
together with semantic land use classification. We utilize the multiple spectral bands of satellite
images to obtain noisy pixel-wise classifications. Such initial semantic maps are then refined
through the joint reconstruction process to obtain high-quality semantic land usage classification
results.
Compared with high-fidelity 3D point cloud models, parametric models are simpler but still
have their unique advantages: (1) parametric models are compact, thus easy to store and trans-
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mit; (2) parametric models can provide instance level semantic information. To obtain paramet-
ric models, existing map and GIS data sources can be utilized as ground-truth annotations. The
coarse geo-registration of satellite imagery provides a direct link between the rich semantic an-
notations of vector geodetic maps and the raster pixels of satellite images. Such geo-registration,
available at a global scale, largely removed the need for manual data annotations. Thus, in this
dissertation, we also explored data-driven methods to perform single-view parametric building
reconstructions, using satellite imagery and their corresponding 2D vector maps as supervision.
1.1 Dissertation Statement
Satellite imagery serves as global-scale sources for 3D modeling. Efficient geometric recon-
structions can be computed by interpolating reliable sparse matches in image space. Semantic
modeling can be attained through (1) pixel-level reasoning combining semantic cues and appear-
ance information, or (2) directly estimating instance-level parametric models.
1.2 Outline of Innovations
To summarize, we have made the following innovations to support our dissertation statement.
Supporting works have been published as (Wang et al., 2014a,b; Zheng et al., 2015; Wang et al.,
2016b; Wang and Frahm, 2017a,b):
1. Understanding of satellite imaging model: The imaging process of satellite images are
usually described by a Rational Polynomial Coefficients (RPC) model. We propose to use
accurate minimal solvers (Zheng et al., 2015) and sparse feature matches to establish reli-
able pixel correspondences and compensate for extrinsic calibration errors. Sensor calibra-
tion errors can then be compensated using bundle adjustment (Wang and Frahm, 2017a).
2. Efficient stereo reconstruction from satellite imagery: Satellite images are of high pixel
count but low ground sampling rate. To increase the computational efficiency, we propose
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to use edge-aware interpolation to propagate reliable sparse feature matches into dense
pixel-wise height maps (Wang and Frahm, 2017a).
3. Joint semantic and geometric reconstruction from satellite imagery: we propose to
utilize the multi-view pixel correspondence information to refine pixel-level semantic clas-
sification results. The refinement process aggregates multiple views of the same pixel to
improve upon both the accuracy and the smoothness of the final land usage classification
results. The semantic refinement objective can be seamlessly integrated into the geometric
reconstruction process (Wang et al., 2016b).
4. Parametric reconstruction from satellite imagery: We propose to use a data-driven
method to perform parametric reconstructions from single-view satellite imagery (Wang
and Frahm, 2017b). Buildings can be parameterized as simple 3D cuboid models and can
be detected using convolutional neural networks.
In this dissertation, we first review related areas and background knowledge in Chapter 2.
Characteristics of satellite images and camera models are covered in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 pro-
poses a fast multi-view stereo pipeline for satellite images. Chapter 5 proposes an algorithm to
refine land usage maps by jointly recovering geometry and semantics from satellite imagery.
Chapter 6 proposes a data-driven method to perform single-view parametric reconstructions on
satellite images. Chapter 7 concludes this dissertation and discusses future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2: RELATEDWORK
Obtaining high-quality 3D reconstructions from satellite imagery is related to many research
fields, for example, computer vision, remote sensing, machine learning, etc. In this chapter, we
briefly discuss the associated areas and pioneering work.
The goal of 3D reconstructions from the visual input is to recover both the shape and appear-
ance from visual input. Thus, 3D vision pursues the opposite goal of graphics, as indicated in
Figure 2.1. The 3D reconstruction process can be accomplished by active (such as depth sensors
or LiDAR) or passive sensors (mostly cameras). If the targeted model can change its shape or
appearance over time, the 3D reconstruction process is referred as non-rigid 3D reconstruction.
In this dissertation, we mostly explore and discuss 3D reconstruction using passive sensors for
mostly static and urban scenes.
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) are two
popular 3D reconstruction frameworks. SfM is the process of estimating the 3D structure of a
scene from a set of 2D images, while SLAM is the process of constructing/updating a map of
unknown environments while simultaneously localizing the agent. SfM and SLAM solve very
similar problems with different emphases. SfM traditionally uses on images only, while SLAM
allows and integrates additional sensors, such as inertial and active depth sensors. SfM usually
performs in an offline fashion, while SLAM aims for low-power and real-time operations. Con-
sidering their similarities, we illustrate a common 3D reconstruction pipeline in Figure 2.2.
Images (2D)
Geometry (3D)
shape
Photometry
appearance
vision
graphics
Image 
processing
Figure 2.1: Relationship between images, geometry, and photometry.
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Odometry
front-end
Optimization
back-end
Loop Closure 
Detection
Dense 
Mapping
Input
Figure 2.2: Typical 3D reconstruction pipeline.
Depending on available input data and desired output results, some modules in the pipeline
may be simplified or even discarded. Images are the most typical input. Additional dense depth
maps or 3D point clouds can be obtained via active sensors. Characteristics of different data
modalities suitable for 3D reconstruction tasks are presented in Section 2.1.
The odometry module in Figure 2.2 estimates the relative sensor motion between different
data captures, for example, the relative camera pose between adjacent video frames or image
pairs. Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) sys-
tems both incorporate visual odometry in their processing pipelines. The back-end optimization
stage takes the recovered 3D structure, and the estimated camera poses to obtain globally consis-
tent reconstructions. Large-scale non-linear optimization techniques are key to scale up the 3D re-
constructions. The loop closure module detects if the scene depicted by an image has been visited
during the reconstruction process before. If a loop is detected, such information can be helpful
for the back-end optimization process to correct the drifting problem. We detail the discussion of
SfM/SLAM in Section 2.2.
SfM pipelines and most SLAM pipelines usually generate sparse 3D point clouds and camera
poses as output. The subsequent dense mapping stage takes the camera poses as input to generate
dense 3D models. Different dense reconstruction methods are covered in Section 2.3.
Besides, we also cover data-driven methods, especially deep learning based techniques, in
Section 2.4. Such data-driven methods have been successfully applied to many 3D vision tasks,
and are discussed in Section 2.4.2.
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Table 2.1: Comparison of major data sources for urban reconstruction tasks. Among passive sen-
sors, ground-level and aerial imagery can provide the highest resolution, while satellite imagery
can provide the highest coverage.
Data Source Ground Imagery Aerial Imagery Satellite Imagery LiDAR SAR
Sensor Passive Passive Passive Active Active
Camera Model Pin-hole Pin-hole Push-broom
Pixel Count
(Million)
20 20 1000 n/a n/a
Physical Resolu-
tion (cm)
5-10 30 30 300
Data Type RGB RGB Hyper-spectral 3D point 3D point
GPS Prior Partial X X X X
2.1 Data Sources for Urban Reconstruction
Urban reconstructions can utilize many different data sources. For example, other than satel-
lite images, common everyday images and LiDAR are also widely used to obtain 3D models for
urban environments. For a given area of interest, different data modalities provide highly corre-
lated observations, but usually in vastly different perspectives or formats. Domain-specific priors
must be appropriately taken into consideration when utilizing or fusing various data sources. Ta-
ble 2.1 summarizes the different primary characteristics of available data sources.
2.1.1 Ground-Level Imagery
Images taken on the ground level are very easy to obtain, store, and exchange. However,
large-scale ground-level image datasets are usually collected in a crowd-sourcing fashion, for
example, by querying GPS locations or landmark names on public photo sharing websites. Such
user provided photos can be of varying quality, resolution, and may contain noisy or even wrong
text labels.
One major disadvantage of crowd-sourced ground-level image collection is the lacking of
association information, especially for large-scale Internet photo collections. For example, one
can query the keyword “Rome” on photo sharing websites such as Flicker. The query can return
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millions of photos, but only a small fraction of image pairs have visual overlap. Non-overlapping
images cannot easily contribute to the 3D reconstruction process. For image pairs with visual
overlap, there exist mature computer vision algorithms to find their relative camera poses and
to triangulate corresponding 3D points. But the establishment of such image matching relation-
ships is non-trivial. One naive idea is to perform exhaustive trials on all possible image pairs.
Such O(N2) strategy is infeasible on large-scale image collections. Recovering inter-image re-
lationships efficiently on massive-scale photo collections has been a major research topic for
computer vision for a long time (Agarwal et al., 2011; Frahm et al., 2010; Heinly et al., 2015;
Li et al., 2008; Snavely et al., 2006, 2008).
Additionally, crowd-sourced ground-level imagery suffers from insufficient coverage prob-
lem. Intuitively, tourists tend to take photos of famous landmarks but pay less attention to the
connecting paths between geographically adjacent landmarks. Such geo-spatially neighboring
landmarks can end up as disjoint 3D models. Such data deficiency problem can be alleviated
by introducing additional data sources. For example, in Wang et al. (2016a, 2018b), we utilized
crowd-sourced video collections to discover geo-spatially adjacent landmark groups and recon-
struct the connecting camera trajectory to align disjoint 3D models together.
2.1.2 Aerial Imagery
Aerial Images are collected by airplanes or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). Usually, multi-
ple high-resolution cameras with different viewing angles are mounted on the imaging platform.
Inertial sensors and GPS units are typically available on such platforms. Prior pose information
can be very beneficial when applying 3D modeling techniques like structure-from-motion on the
collected visual datasets.
Compared with ground-level images, aerial images are first used for photogrammetry and
city-planning purposes. Thus, airborne image datasets are usually captured in well-planned trajec-
tories, providing better coverage than ground-level photos.
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Aerial images also have their inherent flaws. One major limitation of aerial imagery is the
data actuation cost. High-quality camera rigs and inertial sensors are expensive, let alone the usu-
ally much more costly aviation platforms. In addition to the hardware platform cost, airplane
operation costs are also significant. Flying is forbidden in some geospatial areas for security rea-
sons. With the consumer grade drones becoming more and more popular, lower quality aerial
images will become more available. Another disadvantage of aerial imagery is the weather condi-
tions. Cloudy or rainy conditions not only pose challenges to the data collection process but also
reduce the visibility and quality of the collected images.
Despite the limitations, aerial images have seen great commercial success. For example, the
3D map from Google, Apple, and Microsoft, all utilize aerial images as their major data sources.
The high-resolution, high-quality imagery and simple camera models are the main reasons for
such choices.
2.1.3 Satellite Imagery
Satellite imagery provides another alternative for urban reconstructions. Imaging devices
are mounted on satellites orbiting around the earth. Using Earth-orbiting satellites as imaging
platforms, satellite imagery can cover the entire globe within a few days. Satellites usually carry
precise GPS receiver and star trackers on board. The position and orientation of imaging sensors
can then be precisely calculated when images are taken. Such known camera poses information
can be used to directly associate images to the actual imaged region on the Earth surface, usually
in the form of GPS coordinates.
In addition, satellite images can provide hyperspectral images of the earth surfaces at a lower
resolution. Such hyper-spectral images are useful for many applications, for example, mineral
discovery, land use classification, agricultural monitoring, etc.
One disadvantage of satellite images is the limited ground-sampling distances. The ground-
sampling distances (GSD) describe how detailed a satellite can “see” the Earth surface within
a single pixel. State-of-the-art panchromatic satellite images provide ground sampling distance
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no better than 30 centimeters per pixel. Hyper-spectral images are usually four times lower than
this, at around 1.2 meters per pixel. Such data must be handled with care to obtain accurate 3D
models.
Pan-sharpening algorithms (Padwick et al., 2010; Shah et al., 2008; Vivone et al., 2015;
Yang et al., 2017a) are usually utilized to borrow information from the higher resolution
panchromatic images to increase the discriminating power of the hyper-spectral channels. For
example, 30 cm/pixel RGB color images can be obtained by pan-sharpening the 120 cm/pixel
hyper-spectral images using the 30 cm/pixel panchromatic images as guidance.
Although the ground-sampling resolution is rather low, satellite images usually contain enor-
mous numbers of pixels. With over thousands of million pixels, each pixel with high dynamic
range (up to 12 bits) and multiple spectral bands, the storage and efficient processing of satellite
images are a bottleneck to utilize such data modality at a larger-scale.
The visual appearance of satellite images can be severely affected by weather and sun posi-
tions. Clouds presented in satellite images are useful for weather forecasting but render the image
almost useless for 3D reconstruction purposes. Changes in lighting conditions also make the re-
construction prone to failure.
The most challenging characteristic of satellite imagery is the imaging camera model. Unlike
traditional images which can be well described by a pinhole camera, satellite images are taken
by push-broom cameras. What’s worse, the rigid physical camera calibration information and
detailed imaging model is usually not provided by the vendors. A mathematical approximation
model is usually provided as a proxy, for example, the widely adopted rational polynomial co-
efficient (RPC) model. Existing computer vision algorithms need to incorporate such camera
models. Details on the satellite camera model are described in Chapter 3.
2.1.4 LiDAR
Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR), is an active sensing method. LiDAR projects laser
light onto surfaces and captures reflected backscattering. The LiDAR sensor then calculates the
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distance from the sensor to the hit 3D point in space, based on the time of the round-trip laser
flight. LiDAR sensors can be mounted on ground vehicles or aerial platforms, both ground-level
LiDAR scans and aerial LiDAR scans can be useful for the urban reconstruction tasks. Here we
do not differentiate ground-level and aerial LiDAR. LiDAR can provide accurate semi-dense 3D
point clouds directly. Thus, reconstruction methods utilizing LiDAR data usually focus on point
cloud registration, segmentation and parametrized high-level polyhedral model fitting. Zhou and
Neumann (2008) proposed a data-driven algorithm to learn the principal directions of roof bound-
aries in airborne LiDAR data. Vanegas et al. (2012) take the Manhattan World building assump-
tion to reconstruct buildings from 3D LiDAR point clouds.
Compared with other active sensors, LiDAR has obvious advantages. LiDAR emits light ac-
tively, so it works independently of the ambient lighting conditions. Night, cloudy, or shadows,
don’t affect the perception capability of LiDAR sensors.
LiDAR’s major problems include: (1) High-resolution LiDAR can be very expensive. Until
the next-generation solid-state LiDAR sensors are available, the cost of high-quality mechani-
cal LiDAR sensors is limiting their broad commercial applications. (2) The resolution is rather
modest. For example, the 64 beam Velodyne LiDAR can only scan 64 rows, generating an im-
age only 64 pixels high. (3) LiDAR should be mounted outside carrying platforms to ensure their
perception functionality; thus the device is more prone to operation damage. (4) LiDAR is very
sensitive to weather conditions. Heavy rain, fog, and snow can all lead to the failure of LiDAR
sensors. Cameras suffer from such severe weather problem too but are less affected. (5) Nowa-
days commercially available LiDAR are mostly mechanical rotating LiDAR sensors. LiDAR
with moving parts is more likely to fail and the mechanical implementation constraints the sen-
sor refresh rate. Low refresh rates can be catastrophic for autonomous vehicles operating at high
speed. Solid-state LiDAR which doesn’t have mechanical rotating parts thus can have higher
refresh rates and lower failure rate, is not widely available yet. (6) LiDAR provides accurate ge-
ometry but not much appearance information. Any reconstruction requiring appearance needs
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additional data sources and potentially sensor extrinsic calibration (e.g. between LiDAR sensors
and cameras) to add textures or color information onto the LiDAR point cloud.
2.2 Sparse Reconstruction
3D modeling from images has progressed significantly with the growth of available digital
images. Structure-from-Motion (SfM) is the primary technique in computer vision to recover the
3D structure of a mostly static scene from a set of 2D images.
In essence, SfM involves three main stages: (1) extraction of features in images (e.g., points
of interest, lines, etc.) and matching these features between images, (2) camera motion estimation
(e.g., recovering relative pairwise camera positions estimated from the extracted features), and
(3) recovery of the 3D structure using the estimated motion and features (e.g., by minimizing
the reprojection error). The first two stages described here roughly correspond to the odometry
module in Figure 2.2, while the third stage involves both loop closure detection and back-end
optimization in Figure 2.2.
Snavely et al. (2006) first proposed a practical incremental Structure-from-Motion pipeline,
named Bundler, for crowd-sourced Internet photo collections. Bundler starts by detecting and
matching SIFTfeatures (Lowe, 2004) exhaustively for every image pair. For each image pair,
the relative camera pose can be solved from the putative feature matches. RANSAC algorithm
is applied for outlier removal. Starting with an initial image pair, more images and structures are
gradually added to the reconstruction. Bundle adjustment is repeated solved to improve the recon-
struction quality. Although Bundler is computationally demanding, it successfully demonstrated
that large-scale 3D modeling from unordered Internet photo collections is possible, thus sparked
a massive interest in the development of efficient large-scale SfM algorithms.
Starting from a few thousand images (Snavely et al., 2006, 2008), large-scale incremental
structure-from-motion systems have made great advances over time. Using image retrieval tech-
niques for overlap prediction, Agarwal et al. (2011) processed 150 thousand images in a single
day on a computer cluster. Frahm et al. (2010) reconstructed from 3 million images in one day
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on a single computer utilizing a compact binary image representation for clustering. Recently,
Heinly et al. (2015) pushed the envelope to tackle a world-scale dataset (100 million images) by
using a streaming paradigm to identify connected images by looking at each image only once.
One of the core computational challenges and the key to improved scalability for large-scale
image-based 3D reconstruction systems is the efficient mining for element connectivities within
photo collections. Li et al. (2008) introduced the concept of iconic images to model the relation-
ship between different image clusters via iconic scene graphs. Frahm et al. (2010) and Heinly
et al. (2015) further utilized the iconic representation for better scalability.
2.3 Dense Reconstruction
Structure-from-Motion generates camera poses and sparse point clouds as output. Dense re-
constructions are usually performed with such obtained camera poses as input to obtain dense ge-
ometry from the given visual inputs. Surface meshes or volumetric occupancy grids are common
output results.
Multi-view stereo techniques aim to find the most likely 3D geometry, usually in the form
of depth maps or disparity maps, given multiple image observations. Volumetric reconstruction
methods represent the target scene directly as a 3D volume. Image appearance evidence or geom-
etry evidence (depth map) is used to determine the occupancy information for each voxel. On the
contrary, monocular reconstruction methods only require one image as input to determine dense
geometry.
2.3.1 Multi-View Stereo
Multi-view stereo (MVS) methods rely on image-to-image appearance correlation to obtain
depth maps or 3D point clouds. We refer interested readers to the excellent tutorial by Furukawa
et al. (2015) for a much more detailed introduction.
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According to (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2002), common multi-view stereo algorithms can be
divided into four stages: (i)Matching cost computation: this stage involves designing and com-
puting the similarity of pixel observations from different views. Commonly used cost metrics
include the sum of absolute difference (SAD), the sum of squared difference (SSD), and the nor-
malized cross-correlation (NCC). (ii) Cost aggregation: a pure pixel-wise matching cost is not
robust to mismatches, repetitive textures, or homogeneous regions. The cost aggregation stage
tries to mitigate such problem by incorporating the neighborhood information of each matching
pixel, for example, by using adaptive support windows (Yoon and Kweon, 2006; Hosni et al.,
2013). (iii) Disparity computation: a cost volume is constructed from the input images after the
first two stages. This stage selects the optimal disparity at each pixel location, either by simply
selecting the disparity with the optimal matching cost, or fitting curves to find sub-pixel accurate
disparities. (iv) Disparity refinement: this stage mainly uses post-processing techniques such as
median filters to improve the disparity map quality.
The major computation overhead of stereo computation is usually in the first stage. If the
image resolution is high, or the disparity search range is high (for example when the baseline
between cameras is big), exhaustively evaluating each disparity hypothesis at each pixel loca-
tion can be very computationally demanding. Different strategies have been proposed to reduce
the matching cost computation overhead. Wang et al. (2014b) proposed a sampling-based algo-
rithm to minimize the potentially huge disparity search range to a much smaller set of disparity
hypotheses. After such a reduction, each pixel only needs to evaluate a few disparity hypothe-
ses. Thus this strategy dramatically speeds up the cost computation stage. Wang et al. (2014b)
successfully demonstrated the usefulness of such sampling method on high-resolution satellite
imagery.
Another strategy to reduce the matching cost computation overhead is to allow costly ex-
haustive disparity evaluations but only at selected pixel locations. Geiger et al. (2010) proposed
to first establish costly matches sparsely across the image. A probabilistic graph model is then
formulated on the entire image to fill all unmatched pixels, with the probabilistic model condi-
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tioned on the established the stereo matches. By using the sparse-to-dense paradigm, Geiger et al.
(2010) amortized higher time complexity of sparse matching with the lower time complexity of
graphical model inference. Using such strategy, relatively expensive sparse matching methods
can be adopted to obtain good initializations.
Similarly, Sinha et al. (2014) first perform sparse feature matches as the first step. Such ini-
tial feature matches are clustered into groups to form local 3D planes. Disparity maps are finally
obtained by sweeping the local 3D planes through the disparity space. The local plane assump-
tion not only reduced the average pixel-wise computation overhead but also enforces the local
smoothness of the final disparity map.
Propagation based approaches, such as PatchMatch (Barnes et al., 2009, 2010), also gained
great popularity for their lightweight overhead for matching cost computation. PatchMatch was
first proposed by Barnes et al. (2009) as a fast algorithm to find approximate correspondence
fields between two images. Starting with randomly initialized correspondence fields, PatchMatch
works by propagating the current candidate correspondence at each pixel location to their spatial
neighbors, if the candidate is better than the neighbors’ current estimation. Empirically Patch-
Match based solvers can converge to good solutions very efficiently, usually with only a few
propagation iterations.
Notice that for PatchMatch based methods, the time complexity is less dependent on the size
of the solution space. With a disparity search range of d pixels, for n propagation iterations, each
pixel only evaluates O(n log d) candidate solutions. If the random sampling of the solution space
is only performed at the initialization stage, the time complexity can be further reduced to O(n).
Thus, PatchMatch based methods can be very promising to deal with large disparity ranges for
stereo estimation problems. Bleyer et al. (2011) over-parameterized each pixel by a small local
3D plane and used PatchMatch to solve for the plane parameters at each pixel location. Such for-
mulation can perfectly model slanted surfaces but is very hard to optimize, considering that each
pixel needs to estimate four parameters of a 3D plane instead of just one disparity value. Besides,
each 3D plane can have an arbitrary orientation. The solution space is infinite in theory. Since
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the time complexity of PatchMatch is independent of the size of the solution space, such formula-
tion can be very efficiently optimized with only a few propagation iterations.
Similarly, Heise et al. (2013) proposed to add a Huber regularizer to the patch match prop-
agation scheme. The variational smoothing formulation with quadratic relaxation allows the
explicit regularization of both the disparity and normal gradients using the estimated plane pa-
rameters. To better address occlusion problems, Zheng et al. (2014) designed a pixel-wise view
selection algorithm for multi-view depth map estimation tasks. However, the scene structure and
visibility problem is a “chicken-and-egg” problem. Thus, Zheng et al. (2014) adopted an EM-
like (Expectation-Maximization) approach to iteratively update the scene geometry and visibil-
ity. Schönberger et al. (2016) further extended Zheng et al. (2014) to unstructured environments
by considering not only photometric consistency but also geometric consistencies. The original
PatchMatch stereo algorithm mostly optimizes for the pixel-wise objective function, without
considering the spatial neighborhood smoothness. Besse et al. (2013) unifies PatchMatch prop-
agation and belief propagation into a common framework to support explicit optimization of
pairwise energy functions, thus allowing better spatial smoothness in the results. Galliani et al.
(2015) proposed a different hypothesis propagation scheme to accelerate the PatchMatch estima-
tion process.
As a general correspondence searching algorithm, PatchMatch can be applied to problems
other than just multi-view stereo. For example, Bao et al. (2014) utilized PatchMatch for op-
tical flow estimation. Since the time complexity of PatchMatch is logarithmic with respect to
the solution space, PatchMatch based method can be very powerful to deal with large displace-
ments in optical flow problems. Similar to the PatchMatch stereo algorithm (Bleyer et al., 2011),
Hornáček et al. (2014) over-parameterized the optical flow estimation problem by locally ori-
ented planes and used PatchMatch Belief Propagation algorithm to solve for the flow field. To
further speed up the estimation of optical flow fields, Hu et al. (2016) embedded PatchMatch
scheme within a coarse-to-fine framework, allowing large displacements while maintaining low
computation overhead.
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Context information is important to recover correct stereo disparity maps from images. Thus,
global optimization methods have shown better results compared with methods just incorporating
local matching costs. But global formulations, such as graph cut (Kolmogorov and Zabih, 2001)
are usually slow to optimize. Hirschmuller (2008) proposed a semi-global aggregation strategy
that preserves the low computation cost of local methods but mimics the output quality of global
methods. Rather than using expensive solvers to optimize for the best disparity map subject to
some user-defined cost function, the semi-global matching algorithm approximates the global op-
timization process by multiple dynamic programming inference processes. By explicitly model-
ing slanted surfaces and depth discontinuities in the dynamic programming process, Hirschmuller
(2008) achieved good disparity quality at acceptable computation cost.
Plane-sweeping is another well-known technique in 3D computer vision to estimate dense
depth maps from multi-view images (Collins, 1996; Gallup et al., 2007; Sinha et al., 2014; Yang
and Pollefeys, 2003). Compared with other multi-view stereo algorithms, the plane-sweeping al-
gorithm does not require image rectification. Note that rectification is in general not possible for
the multi view scenario. Rectification makes the optical axes of two overlapping images paral-
lel, such that the epipolar lines become horizontal. Horizontal epipolar lines are much easier to
search. Given a plane hypotheses (usually parameterized by a plane normal direction and an as-
sociated depth d), a 2D homography transformation induced by this hypothesizing homography
can be formulated to warp the matching views onto the reference views. When the hypothesizing
plane is sweeping through the 3D space, the photometric consistency will be achieved at the cor-
rect depth hypotheses. Gallup et al. (2007) proposed to use multiple sweeping directions to better
model the slanted surfaces.
Many satellite stereo methods extend traditional MVS approaches to account for the chal-
lenges posed by satellite imagery. For example, Wang et al. (2014b) reduces the disparity search
space using statistical sampling to accelerate satellite MVS computation. Our work (Wang et al.,
2016b) combined satellite-based stereo and scene semantic labels within a PatchMatch propaga-
tion framework (Barnes et al., 2009) to achieve more reliable scene geometry and semantic label-
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ing. Duan and Lafarge (2016) can efficiently reconstruct city-level scenes from satellite stereo
pairs, by jointly estimating geometry and semantics on superpixels.
2.3.2 Volumetric reconstruction
Volumetric reconstruction methods represent the scene space as a collection of voxels. Visual
evidence is then used to determine the voxels’ occupancy (Kutulakos and Seitz, 2000; Seitz and
Dyer, 1999). Compared with surface modeling which only tracks voxels along the surface of the
geometric structures, volumetric reconstruction explicitly reasons about the occupancy/emptiness
of each voxel.
Volumetric reconstruction methods first discretize the scene space into a voxel gird. Depend-
ing on the discretization granularity, hard occupancy and empty decisions for the voxels might
lead to structure artifacts. To avoid such artifacts, probabilistic volumetric representations have
been proposed. Broadhurst et al. (2001) assign each voxel an occupancy probability and empty
space probability. Pollard et al. (2010) model each voxel’s occupancy probability as well as its
appearance distribution to cope with changing scene illumination. Smooth surfaces or structures
can be extracted from the voxel grid by incorporating the probabilistic formulation.
One problem with volumetric reconstruction methods is their poor memory scalability. Naive
implementations of the voxel grids imply cubic memory requirements. Given the extremely high
resolution of satellite images, often containing tens of thousands of pixels along each image di-
rection, volumetric methods are poorly scalable due to their vast memory complexity. To handle
this limitation, Crispell et al. (2012) proposed an adaptive volumetric representation that only
samples with high resolution around reconstructed surfaces, but uses very coarse voxels in other
areas. This reduces the memory requirements by orders of magnitude while maintaining the prob-
abilistic occupancy and appearance model for the voxels. In general, it is observed that accurate
volumetric models often require dozens of images (Crispell et al., 2012). In summary, volumetric
methods are not widely used for 3D reconstructions from satellite images.
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2.3.3 Monocular reconstructions
Monocular reconstruction estimates dense structures from one input view. Notice monocu-
lar SLAM is different, because multiple different views obtained at different time instances are
available to the system.
Without correspondences from other views, monocular reconstruction methods need to in-
corporate prior knowledge to guess the scene geometry. Thus data-driven methods are popular
for such single view geometric estimations. Saxena et al. (2009) used a Markov Random Field
(MRF) approach to estimate the 3D location of small patches. 3D LiDAR point clouds are used
as ground truth for training the model. Wang et al. (2014a) used semantic information to refine
the geometric estimation. More recently, Eigen and Fergus (2015) combined multiple-scale con-
volutional features to jointly infer the depth, surface normal and the semantic labels of a given
scene. Our work aims at instance level building reconstructions. Thus we unify building height
estimation into the detection framework, rather than predicting the pixel-wise height map sepa-
rately.
Similar to such monocular reconstruction tasks, 3D building reconstruction from one single
image is an important and challenging research topic. Most existing single view methods exploit
shadow information to estimate the building height by a geometric analysis (Ok et al., 2013).
Such methods require precise metadata like sun illumination and sun-earth positions for geomet-
ric estimation. Differently, our work (Wang and Frahm, 2017b) performed parametric reconstruc-
tions from single-view satellite images in a data-driven approach, requiring only image as input.
2.4 Data-driven Methods for 3D Reconstructions
Computers are good at tasks that can be explicitly defined but need large-amounts of compu-
tation. Humans, on the other hand, are good at high-level reasoning and perception, which are
hard to describe explicitly using formal rules. Many vision tasks are non-trivial because the tasks
cannot be easily solved by defining simple formal rules.
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Learning based methods have become the mainstream approaches for high level knowledge
extraction. Instead of explicitly describing the rules to achieve a specific goal, a mathematical
model is first defined to map visual input, usually images, to the desired high-level outputs, for
example, bounding boxes and categorical labels for the desired object. By optimizing the model
with respect to the desired objective function, high-level tasks can be achieved implicitly without
programming the rules explicitly.
2.4.1 Deep Learning
Deep learning is a representative machine learning techniques that has revolutionized many
computer vision fields. Deep neural networks can automatically build hierarchical feature repre-
sentations from the input. By chaining non-linear functions as layers into a network, deep learn-
ing models can compute increasingly abstract and high-level features automatically from large
amounts of training data. By using powerful back-propagation optimization techniques, deep
learning models can be efficiently and effectively trained in an end-to-end fashion. We refer inter-
ested readers to the excellent book by Goodfellow et al. (2016) for a systematic introduction.
First popularized for visual recognition tasks, deep learning methods can also improve many
3D geometric vision tasks. We first review the essential deep learning concepts in Sec 2.4, then
discuss recent advances on using deep learning methods for 3D vision tasks in Sec 2.4.2.
2.4.1.1 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a specialized type of neural network. CNNs, as
the name indicates, utilize convolution operations to process data with grid-like topologies. Thus,
CNNs are very powerful and popular for images with pixels stored in 2D grids. The core con-
volution operation applies a linear transformation at every spatial location of the input grid and
outputs a weighted average value. Weighting coefficients are aggregated as kernels.
Modern CNN models can carry huge capacity. Having achieved significant improvements
for many vision tasks with modern CNN models, the research community now starts to trade off
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between runtime efficiency and inference accuracy. The better understanding and design of basic
convolution operations are fundamental to enable such a trend.
Simonyan and Zisserman (2015) proposed to use a series of small convolution kernels to re-
place larger kernels. For example, two 3× 3 convolution kernels have the same receptive field as
one 5 × 5 kernel, but contain fewer parameters to train (9 + 9 < 25), more non-linearities, and
better computational efficiency.
Especially, the use of 1 × 1 kernels interests the community. The 1 × 1 kernel cannot change
the spatial resolution of the output feature map, but can change the number of feature channels.
Thus, 1× 1 kernels are widely used to reduce/increase the dimensionality of feature maps.
The Inception module proposed in GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015) aggregates input fea-
tures at different scales to achieve a better visual understanding of the input images. The 1 × 1
bottleneck filters are used to reduce the multi-scale feature map to manage the overall computa-
tions needed.
For traditional convolution operations, the theoretical receptive field of the output neuron
increases linearly with the number of preceding layers. Yu and Koltun (2015) proposed dilated
convolution to introduce spacing between the convoluted spatial locations. For dilated convolu-
tion layers, the receptive field of output neurons can increase exponentially with respect to the
number of layers. Although the actual learned receptive field of output neurons might be much
smaller than the theoretical upper bound.
Standard convolutions are performed on multiple input feature channels at the same time.
Group-wise convolutions first divide the input channels into disjoint groups. Each group is con-
volved separately then concatenated together. Chollet (2016) pushed such idea to an extreme and
proposed depth-wise convolution: instead of convolving over every input channel, use convolu-
tional filters to process each input channel individually first, then use 1 × 1 filters to combine
them. Such Xception network can be more computationally efficient.
Besides group-wise/depth-wise convolution, channel shuffling can also benefit performance
at minimal computation cost. For example, ShuffleNet (Zhang et al., 2017) randomly shuffles
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the order of feature maps before the depth-wise convolution operation. ShuffleNet can achieve
state-of-the-art performance on many vision benchmarks with significantly fewer parameters.
Standard convolution kernels are of regular shapes. Thus CNNs are inherently limited to
model geometric transformations due to the structure/shape constraints of the underlying convo-
lution kernels. To better accommodate the shape of the actual objects in the input data, Dai et al.
(2017) proposed deformable convolution kernels as well as deformable RoI (region of interest)
pooling modules. Both spatial convolution and pooling involve spatial sampling operations. The
proposed deformable module introduced learnable parameters to model the offsets of the spatial
sampling locations. Such deformable convolution and pooling operations can directly replace
traditional convolution/pooling modules.
2.4.1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
CNN models are largely “stateless” functions, which transform input data to desired output.
There exists a different type of neural networks, recursive neural networks (RNNs), which have
cyclic connections inside the network. Such connection loops allow information to persist in the
network, making RNNs able to “memorize” information. Plain RNN models, although quite pow-
erful, cannot handle long-term dependencies in the data very well. A special variant, long-short
term memory (LSTM) network Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997), demonstrated its effective-
ness in handling long-term dependencies, thus has become quite popular in computer vision/
natural language processing research. The LSTM network introduced the concepts of “gates”:
which control the information flowing through the neural cell. The gating mechanism has proven
its effectiveness in not only handling long-term dependencies but also in controlling the gradient
explosion problems.
With such “memory” capability, RNNs are especially powerful for processing sequential
data, such as texts written in natural languages. The success of modern convolutional and recur-
sive network models has enabled many new research topics combining vision and language. Im-
age captioning is a perfect example: generating a corresponding natural language description for
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the given visual image input. Vinyals et al. (2017) proposed a generative model to maximize the
likelihood of the target description given the input image. Visual features extracted by convolu-
tional neural networks are used as input to the LSTM module, while the LSTM model generates
the description in a recurrent fashion, one word at a time.
Combining visual and textual information is a great way to achieve a better semantic under-
standing of the input data, thus improving the performance of the desired tasks. For example, to
utilize all available information within an online tweet, in Wang et al. (2017a, 2018a), we utilized
CNNs to extract visual features and LSTM-RNN models to extract textual features. Such neural
features are jointly embedded together with social and temporal information. By employing a
Poisson regression model, the jointly learned feature representation can achieve state-of-the-art
retweet prediction performances.
2.4.1.3 Activation Function
Convolution, after all, is still a linear transformation, but the objective function of most neu-
ral networks are highly non-linear. To learn such non-linear mappings, non-linearities must be
introduced into the networks. Non-linear activation functions are widely used after convolutional
operations to add non-linearities to the neural networks. In fact, advances in the activation func-
tions play an important role in the success of modern neural networks. Commonly used activa-
tion functions are summarized in Table 2.2.
The traditional Sigmoid and tanh activation functions suffer from gradient saturation prob-
lems when |x| becomes large, which can lead to the gradient vanishing problem in very deep neu-
ral networks.
The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function significantly reduced the problem of gradient van-
ishing because ReLU has a constant gradient for positive inputs. However, for negative inputs,
ReLU always outputs a zero. If the previous layer is not initialized properly or has learned a very
large negative bias term along the way, the ReLU unit can make the neuron “dead” by always
outputting a zero gradient. The pReLU unit was then proposed (He et al., 2015a) to avoid such
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“dead” ReLU problems by introducing a learnable negative slope in the original ReLU function.
LeakyReLU and eLU functions have motivations similar to pReLU but different mathematical
formulations.
2.4.1.4 Architecture
Starting from AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), utilizing GPUs to train deep convolutional
neural networks has become very effective methods to solve vision tasks. The architectures of
CNNs have rapidly evolved since then. For example, Simonyan and Zisserman (2015) proposed
the well-known VGG architecture, which popularized the use of small kernels to train very deep
convolutional networks. Szegedy et al. (2015) proposed the Inception module to aggregate in-
formation at different scales in the GoogLeNet architecture. Xception (Chollet, 2016) utilized
depth-wise convolution to optimize the inference computation efficiency. MobileNet (Howard
et al., 2017) reduced the computation overhead of modern CNNs by streamlined architectures
and depth-wise separable convolutions. ShuffleNet (Zhang et al., 2017) proposed to shuffle the
depth-wise convoluted feature channels to further improve the inference accuracy with minimal
computation overhead.
One of the most important advances of network architectures is the discovery of using skip-
connections to create other pathways to connect layers. ResNet (He et al., 2016) proposed to
learn the “residual” of the input data. The skip-connections used in the ResNet architecture al-
lows both the data and gradient to flow forward and backward without any difficulties. Such ar-
chitectural changes successfully enabled the training of very deep networks, with hundreds of
layers compared to tens of layers before. Densely-connected networks (Huang et al., 2017) used
more skip connections to let every layer fuse the feature outputs from different layers.
2.4.2 Deep Learning for 3D Vision
Geometric vision needs extra information or prior knowledge to deal with ambiguous scenar-
ios, for example, homogeneous regions or repetitive textures. Data-driven methods could auto-
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Table 2.2: Activation functions commonly used in neural networks
Name Equation Gradient
Sigmoid f(x) = 1
1+e−x f
′(x) = f(x) · (1− f(x))
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
tanh f(x) = ex−e−x
ex+e−x f
′(x) = 1− f(x)2
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
-1
-0.5
0
0.5
1
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
ReLU f(x) =

x x ≥ 0
0, x < 0
f(x) =

1 x ≥ 0
0, x < 0
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
0
1
2
3
4
5
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
pReLU f(x) =

αx x ≥ 0
x, x < 0
f(x) =

α x ≥ 0
1, x < 0
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Name Equation Gradient
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
-10
-5
0
5
10
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
leakyReLU f(x) =

x x ≥ 0
0.01x, x < 0
f(x) =

1 x ≥ 0
0.01, x < 0
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
ELU f(x) =

x x ≥ 0
α(ex − 1), x < 0
f(x) =

1 x ≥ 0
αex, x < 0
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
-1
0
1
2
3
4
5
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
matically learn such prior knowledge through large amounts of training data. Thus, deep learning
technologies have greatly advanced the progress of many 3D vision tasks. Compared to many
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visual recognition tasks, prior knowledge has been well studied for geometric 3D vision prob-
lems (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003). How to effectively utilize such existing knowledge is very
important to train successful CNN models for 3D vision tasks.
2.4.3 Datasets for Learning
High-quality data play a central role in enabling many computer vision technologies.
For example, the evolution of stereo algorithms greatly benefited from the Middlebury
dataset (Scharstein and Szeliski, 2003). However, the collection and labeling process of large-
scale datasets for 3D vision tasks are tedious and costly. KITTI (Geiger et al., 2012; Menze and
Geiger, 2015), DTU (Jensen et al., 2014), and ETH3D (Schops et al., 2017) all require carefully
calibrated camera rigs to capture images, expensive Laser scanner or structured light sensor
to obtain the ground truth. The Cityscapes dataset (Cordts et al., 2016) even requires human
labeling. Even worse, many existing datasets cannot be easily adapted for new tasks. Thus,
gathering new datasets in a cost-effective fashion has always interested researchers in the current
deep learning era.
One popular way to collect training data is to utilize photo-realistic rendering engines to
synthesize large amounts of data with known ground-truth. Models trained on such synthetic
datasets demonstrated on-par or even better performances with respect to models trained on real-
world datasets. For example, Dosovitskiy et al. (2015) and Ilg et al. (2017) utilized synthesized
images with known camera motion to train CNNs for optical flow estimation. Mayer et al. (2016)
employed rendering software to generate data for scene flow estimation tasks. Richter et al.
(2016) and Richter et al. (2017) exploited game engines to obtain pixel-wise semantic labels with
minimal human efforts. Existing CAD models are also proven useful (Chang et al., 2015). Shah
et al. (2017) proposed a complete game simulator to synthesize training images with ground-truth
geometry. A physical collision detection engine is also provided, thus enabling reinforcement
learning and robotics research. Ley et al. (2016) proposed a synthetic dataset generated for 3D
reconstruction evaluation. Ros et al. (2016) proposed a synthetic dataset created for urban scene
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semantic segmentation tasks. Richter et al. (2016) utilized a game engine to easily obtain large
amounts of training data for visual perception.
In the meantime, ground-truth information is much harder to obtain. Although utilizing un-
labeled data in unsupervised or semi-supervised fashion is challenging, specific domain knowl-
edge can be utilized to interpolate the labeled data or provide information for the unlabeled data.
For example, the left-right consistency check can be used to supervise the monocular depth esti-
mation task (Godard et al., 2017) and the stereo matching task (Zhou et al., 2017a). Zhou et al.
(2017b) trained a CNN model to estimate camera motion by minimizing the re-projection errors
of the reconstructed 3D models. Tonioni et al. (2017) proposed an unsupervised way to adapt
trained stereo estimation networks to new datasets.
2.4.4 Learning SfM/SLAM
Structure-from-Motion (SfM) and Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) are large
pipelines that involve many different vision tasks, including feature matching and tracking, cam-
era pose estimation, and many more (see Figure 2.2 for details). Some components, for example,
bundle adjustment in SfM and pose graph optimization in SLAM, can be very efficiently solved
analytically. Thus there’s less need to use data-driven methods to fit/mimic such modules. On
the other hand, some components can be greatly improved by CNNs. For example, identifying
already visited places and closing the loop can benefit from better visual feature representation of
the visual images. Increasing the robustness of feature point detection and tracking, incorporat-
ing semantic information to handle dynamic objects in the scene, extracting features at different
levels (point, line, facades, objects), and generating dense/semi-dense maps efficiently, can all be
exciting problems suitable for CNNs to solve.
2.4.4.1 Learning Odometry
Visual odometry is the task of determining the camera pose from visual input. The deter-
mined camera pose is usually relative to some world coordinate system, or some initial camera
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poses. Thus it is natural to use recurrent networks to model the visual odometry problem. Recur-
rent networks can learn and memorize the visited scenes, thus having the capability to determine
the camera pose of new input data.
PoseNet, proposed by Kendall et al. (2015), is one of the earliest work in using deep neural
networks for camera localization problems. Kendall et al. (2015) proposed to use a CNN net-
work to predict the camera rotation and translation, using Structure-from-Motion reconstruc-
tions as supervised training data. PoseNet directly regresses the camera rotation and transla-
tion using a CNN model. Although conceptually simple, PoseNet demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of using data-driven methods to solve traditionally well-studied geometric vision problems.
VINet (Clark et al., 2017b) reformulate the Visual-inertial odometry problem as a sequence-
to-sequence learning problem. Sequence-to-sequence learning was originally introduced by
Sutskever et al. (2014) for machine translation tasks, where parallel text descriptions are given in
different languages. The sequence-to-sequence model is trained to translate one language descrip-
tion into the other language description. Here in the visual odometry setting, given a sequence of
images and ground-truth IMU data, the VINet extracts visual features using CNNs, then employs
an RNN model to “translate” the CNN features to camera poses. Similarly, Wang et al. (2017b)
also utilized recurrent neural networks to perform visual odometry. By modeling the entire vi-
sual odometry problem as an end-to-end neural network pipeline, the DeepVO network greatly
simplified the need to individually develop and tune each stage of the visual odometry pipeline.
Li et al. (2017) then extends DeepVO (Wang et al., 2017b) to enable unsupervised learning by
using stereo image pairs for training. Walch et al. (2017) proposed a CNN+LSTM architecture
to regress the camera pose. LSTM performed structured dimensionality reduction on the CNN
feature vectors, bringing drastic improvements in the localization accuracy. Wu et al. (2017) sug-
gested using Euler angles to represent the camera orientation. Camera poses are usually sparse
and clustered in many reconstructions. Data augmentation is used in (Wu et al., 2017) to cope
with overfitting. Clark et al. (2017a) proposed the VidLoc network to utilize the temporal con-
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straints in short video clips (20 frames) to estimate the 6 DoF camera poses. The temporal con-
straints helped to smooth the camera poses and also decrease the localization error.
2.4.4.2 Learning Map Generation
In the SLAM context, the map is the condensed knowledge of the surrounding area obtained
by the robot agent. Depending on applications, different maps are needed: for cleaning robots,
2D maps are sufficient, for drones, 3D occupancy voxel grids are required. Hereby the map gen-
eration is the process of combining previous knowledge with current visual inputs.
CNN-SLAM (Tateno et al., 2017) employed a monocular depth estimation CNN module to
augment traditional SLAM, which greatly increased the density of the obtained map. In addition,
the dense geometry can also help to produce semantically coherent reconstructions from single
view observations.
Depth estimation from monocular images is inherently ambiguous. To obtain robust and ac-
curate depth estimation, Ma and Karaman (2017) proposed to use a regression network to predict
the dense depth map, with monocular image and sparse depth samples as input. The depth sam-
ples can be obtained either from low-resolution depth sensors or SLAM triangulations. Neural
networks can be very powerful to learn prior knowledge from image data. Such sparse-to-dense
strategy utilized such prior knowledge to fill in the missing depth values using monocular images
as guidance.
Running neural network based semantic segmentation algorithms can be expensive for
robotic platforms. Li and Belaroussi (2016) proposed to utilize the temporal and spatial smooth-
ness of the SLAM map to obtain semi-dense 3D semantic maps. 2D semantic information is
propagated to 3D mapping via geometric correspondences, without the need to run semantic
segmentation for each frame.
Although neural networks provide promising methods to generate dense depth maps and se-
mantic maps, how to intelligently integrate existing prior knowledge to reduce the computation
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overhead of heavy neural networks, is still an important and open-ended question to be solved for
neural network based map generation algorithms.
2.4.4.3 Learning End-to-End SfM/SLAM Pipelines
Learning based methods have been proposed to replace/optimize many modules of the SfM/S-
LAM pipeline, but few learning-based systems have demonstrated the capacity of performing
structure-from-motion or SLAM end-to-end and efficiently.
Zhou et al. (2017b) proposed an unsupervised framework to train neural networks to predict
the depth and pose from video sequences. SfM-Net Vijayanarasimhan et al. (2017) performed
similar tasks using supervised learning. Given a sequence of frames, SfM-Net predicts the dense
pixel-wise frame-to-frame motion field (optical flow). By warping images in the time domain in
a differentiable manner, the SfM-Net can be trained by minimizing the pixel matching errors.
Although success has been achieved by porting CNNs to the SLAM/SfM domain, the limita-
tion of widely available training data severely limits the practicality of such methods. Training a
robust network that generalizes well to unseen datasets and scenarios is still challenging. In ad-
dition, SLAM requires real-time efficiency in most application scenarios. Most of the learning
based CNN methods are far behind this criterion.
Another limitation of using neural networks to do geometry-aware tasks, such as SfM, is the
training data. Several strategies have demonstrated their successes. By completely modeling the
perspective projection process, self-supervision can be achieved by minimizing the re-projection
error (either geometric or photometric) Zhou et al. (2017b); Vijayanarasimhan et al. (2017). If
ground-truth camera motion is available, for example, through IMU, neural networks can be
trained to learn the camera motion (Clark et al., 2017b,a; Kendall et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017;
Walch et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017b; Wu et al., 2017; Sutskever et al., 2014). Depth sensors,
such as RGBD cameras or LiDAR sensors, can also be used to enable supervised training of
geometry-aware networks (Tateno et al., 2017; Ma and Karaman, 2017). Among all the afore-
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mentioned strategies, to enable neural-network based SLAM systems for higher robustness and
scalability, un-supervised learning approaches have more potentials.
2.4.5 Learning Feature Matching
Correspondences are essential to solve 3D vision problems. Machine learning provides an
alternative when no such correspondences can be reliably obtained with traditional methods. Cur-
rently, there are several different approaches to applying data-driven techniques to establish cor-
respondences: (i) learning a better feature representation directly from the visual input; (ii) learn-
ing a better cost function or similarity measure, better known as metric learning in the literature;
(iii) formulating the correspondence estimation problem into the entire problem-solving frame-
work, such as stereo, and perform end-to-end learning on the entire problem. We briefly review
the first two approaches in this section and discuss correspondence estimation in the stereo con-
text in Sec 2.4.6.
Feature point detection and matching are critical for real-time SLAM applications. Modern
CNNs require heavy computation on powerful GPUs. To alleviate the computational overhead,
DeTone et al. (2017) proposed very efficient networks that can run in real time on CPUs to per-
form feature point extraction and matching using CNNs. The MagicWarp network directly esti-
mates the homography transformation between an image pair with only keypoint locations. Such
strategy is very different from the traditional descriptor matching based transformation estimation
algorithms.
Data-driven methods can also be used to build better local feature representations or patch
similarity measures.
Zbontar and LeCun (2016) used convolutional neural networks to compute stereo matching
cost and outperform traditional measures like sum of squared distances (SSD) and normalized
cross-correlation (NCC). Knobelreiter et al. (2017) also utilized CNNs to compute the matching
cost but unified the CNN together with a conditional random field (CRF) to compute the final
disparity map. Yang et al. (2017b) proposed the concept of complementary descriptors to obtain
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better patch representations using networks. Tulyakov et al. (2017) learns a cost function with
weakly supervision. Yi et al. (2016) proposed an end-to-end system to perform interest point de-
tection, orientation estimation, descriptor extraction using CNNs.
Such patch similarity measures can be embedded into many different 3D vision tasks, for ex-
ample, stereo matching or structure-from-motion. By embedding the learned matching function
into traditional methods or pipelines, existing algorithms and prior domain knowledge can be
incorporated very easily. For example, many existing stereo refinement algorithms can still be
applied. Although good accuracy can be achieved, exhaustive computation is required on many
image patches, or even all possible matching patch pairs. Moreover, patch based systems operate
on groups of sampled patches, they lack the capabilities to incorporate larger global contextual
information to resolve ambiguities. One strategy is to use multi-scale patches. However, global
context information is critical to differentiating local ambiguities, as shown in modern semantic
segmentation systems (Chen et al., 2016). Thus, working only at patch level might not be suffi-
cient.
2.4.6 Learning Stereo
Computing the photo-consistency or similarity score between two image patches is at the
core for two or multi-view stereo tasks. Chen et al. (2015) trained a multi-scale CNN to learn
a better cost function. Luo et al. (2016) treated disparities as discrete class labels, thus solving
the stereo matching problem efficiently as a classification problem. To better incorporate global
context information, Kendall et al. (2017) explicitly computed the cost volume to let the network
capture more spatial cues. On the KITTI dataset (Geiger et al., 2012; Menze and Geiger, 2015),
ground-truth disparity maps are sparse, thus weakly supervised methods (Kuznietsov et al., 2017;
Tulyakov et al., 2017) are proposed to better utilize the training data. Knobelreiter et al. (2017)
proposed a joint CNN-CRF model that produces stereo estimations. CNN modules are simply
used to compute the unary and pairwise costs for nodes in the CRF. Rather small CNNs are used
to compute the unary and pairwise costs. Thus the CNN matching costs are rather noisy for di-
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rect stereo prediction. The successful joint training of CNNs and CRFs proves that incorporating
higher-order context is very helpful for structured prediction tasks. Other common ways of doing
such things include multi-scale CNNs, basically running multi-scale networks on the same input
data and fuse the resulting multiple feature maps. Post-processing using CRF/MRF is another
commonly used method. Pooling feature maps at different scale is another option, for example,
spatial pyramid pooling (He et al., 2015b) and feature pyramid network (Lin et al., 2017).
Although significant progress has been made for the stereo estimation task, certain errors still
exist in the predicted disparity maps. Confidence measures are thus used to quantify the proba-
bility of erroneous predictions. Haeusler et al. (2013) aggregated multiple hand-engineered con-
fidence measures and trained random forest classifiers based on such measures. Pfeiffer et al.
(2013) utilized stereo confidence to refine high-level tasks such as object detection in real-world
traffic scenarios. Park and Yoon (2015) leveraged the confidence score predicted by the trained
random forest to refine the stereo estimation. Mostegel et al. (2016) utilized multi-view conflicts
to identify reliable and unreliable pixels to enable data-driven methods to learn confidence mea-
sures for stereo estimations. Poggi and Mattoccia (2017) utilized a convolutional neural network
to exploit spatially local consistency to improve upon conventional pixel-wise confidence mea-
sures. Shaked and Wolf (2017) proposed the highway network to estimate stereo disparities and
used confidence to further refine the predicted results. Marin et al. (2016) utilized stereo confi-
dence measures to reliably fuse sparse active sensor collected depth map with stereo estimations
for accurate and high resolution depth maps. Poggi et al. (2017) quantitatively evaluated stereo
confidence measures.
Ummenhofer et al. (2017) proposed a network (DeMoN) to predict depth and motion at the
same time from a pair of unconstrained images. DeMoN establishes dense correspondences be-
tween two images via predicting the optical flow between the image pair. Spatial relative differ-
ences predicted via optical flow are minimized iteratively through multiple network modules to
infer the output. DeMoN demonstrated state-of-the-art performance on predicting camera poses
and depth maps.
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2.4.7 Learning Optical Flow
Stereo matching establishes dense pixel-wise correspondence across images. With the epipo-
lar constraints, the correspondence search is applied on a 2D line instead of a general 2D area,
thus can be relatively efficient.
For traditional pinhole camera models, epipolar constraints (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003)
reduce the correspondence search space to an epipolar line. However, for satellite images with
RPC models, such simple 1D constraints are not easily obtainable. Thus, the general correspon-
dence search problem resembles 2D optical flow estimations. Revaud et al. (2015) proposed an
edge-preserving interpolation method to greatly improve the optical flow accuracy, especially
for situations with large displacements. Anderson et al. (2016) only computed coarse 2D corre-
spondences and relied on bilateral smoothing (Barron and Poole, 2016) to obtained high fidelity
optical flow fields.
FlowNet (Dosovitskiy et al., 2015) proposed to use neural networks to learn to predict flow
field in an end-to-end fashion. Synthetic datasets are used to train the neural network. FlowNet
2.0 (Ilg et al., 2017) improves the performance of optical flow estimation on top of FlowNet. Hi-
erarchical coarse-to-fine variational refinements are the key to the high performance of many
traditional methods. FlowNet 2.0 mimics such coarse-to-fine refinements with a stack of network
modules.
2.4.8 Learning Surface Normals
Surface normals can be useful cues for not only geometric 3D reconstructions but also for
scene understanding and visual recognition. Galliani and Schindler (2016) utilized multi-view
stereo reconstructions as ground truth to train CNNs to predict surface normals, and surface nor-
mals are used to improve upon 3D reconstruction quality. Wang et al. (2015) trained convolu-
tional neural networks to predict surface normals from single view images. Chen et al. (2017a)
proposed novel loss functions utilizing the annotated surface normal data to improve upon depth
predictions.
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2.4.9 Learning Monocular View Tasks
Significant advances have been achieved by convolutional neural networks on many chal-
lenging single-view tasks. Eigen et al. (2014) first introduced a multi-scale CNN to regress scene
depth from a single image, then extended the network (Eigen and Fergus, 2015) to predict pixel-
wise depth, surface normal, and semantic labels at the same time. Roy and Todorovic (2016) em-
bedded shallow CNNs within the nodes of random forests. Depth values are then regressed on
the leaf nodes. Kim et al. (2016) unified the monocular depth estimation and intrinsic image de-
composition tasks and solved them jointly using a CNN. Chen et al. (2017a) proposed novel loss
functions utilizing the annotated surface normal data to improve upon depth predictions.
Pixel-wise prediction results can sometimes be noisy if contextual constraints are not en-
forced on the network. Li et al. (2015) thus adopted a conditional random field (CRF) to refine
the network outputs. Xu et al. (2017) fused the intermediate outputs at different stages of the net-
work with multiple continuous CRFs for final prediction.
Besides contextual constraints, motion information is also used to train network for monocu-
lar depth estimation tasks. Ummenhofer et al. (2017) predict the depth map and camera motion
for a given image pair. By learning the concept of matching, DeMoN can better generalize to un-
seen scenarios. Garg et al. (2016) used geometry information to train CNN for monocular depth
estimation in an unsupervised fashion. Ranftl et al. (2016) recognized two consecutive frames
and utilized such temporal information to improve upon monocular depth estimation results.
2.4.10 Learning Multi-view Tasks
Multiple overlapping images can be used for 3D visual recognition tasks in addition to tra-
ditional 3D reconstructions. Su et al. (2015) utilized view pooling to aggregate multi-view con-
volutional features to perform 3D shape retrieval and recognition tasks. Qi et al. (2016) utilized
multi-view and volumetric representations to perform 3D shape recognition. Choy et al. (2016)
relied on an LSTM network to unify single-view and multi-view reconstructions. Ji et al. (2017)
proposed an end-to-end 3D CNN to directly produce MVS reconstructions. However, each view
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is fed through the recurrent network separately, the recurrent network is required to aggregate
information from different views to generate better reconstructions. Li et al. (2016) adopted the
LSTM layer to memorize and fuse information from different data sources and modalities. Chen
et al. (2017b) simply used fixed viewpoints and fixed architectures for 3D object detection. Hart-
mann et al. (2017) use feature averaging to reach a consensus on photo-consistency for multiple
input patches. Kar et al. (2017) proposed to learn multi-view reconstructions by performing con-
volution features projection and unprojection in a volumetric grid representation.
However, a volumetric representation is often utilized for deep learning based methods , thus
limiting the scalability of the generated output. Riegler et al. (2017a,b) proposed to use octrees
instead of regular volumetric grids to reduce memory footprints so that higher resolution 3D mod-
els can be learned.
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CHAPTER 3: SATELLITE IMAGING CAMERAMODEL
In this chapter, we describe the unique characteristics of the satellite imaging models.
3.1 Spatial Reference Systems
Modern imaging satellites carry GPS receiver that localizes the satellite, as well as star track-
ers to identify its orientations. Star trackers are essentially cameras that look up at the sky and
determine the orientation of the satellite telescope. The combination of satellite position (from
GPS) and satellite orientation enables the accurate geo-registration of satellite images.
In addition to knowing where the image is taken, every pixel in the image can be roughly lo-
cated. A bidirectional mapping exists between image pixel locations and actual spatial locations
on the Earth’s surface. There are two widely used approaches to represent such bi-directional
mapping: affine geo-transformation and ground control points (GCP).
The six-degree-of-freedom affine geo-transformation A ∈ R2×3 establishes a mapping be-
tween the raster pixel coordinates (row y and column x) and the geo-referenced coordinates (usu-
ally in the form of latitude lat and longitude lng):
lng = a11 + a12x+ a13y (3.1)
lat = a21 + a22x+ a23y (3.2)
The above affine transformation can be written in the following equivalent matrix form:
lng
lat
 = A

1
x
y
 (3.3)
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In the case of north up images without any in-plane rotation, the affine transformation is per-
fectly interpretable: a13 and a22 are zero, a12 is the pixel width, a23 is the pixel height, while
(a11, a21) is the GPS location of the top left corner of the image raster.
Ground control points (GCP) provide another form of geo-registration. Each ground control
point offers ground-truth correspondence between a pixel location (x, y) and a 3D point location
(lat, lng, alt). Usually, it is up to the application to fit a transformation model that establishes
dense pixel-to-3D correspondences. Low order polynomials (1st to 5th) are common choices.
With such mapping, different layers of geo-spatial data can be overlayed together for visual-
ization and processing. A valid spatial reference system is required to represent spatial locations
on the Earth’s surface. Thus, the ground control points from one satellite image must share the
same georeferencing coordinate system.
Traditional Cartesian coordinate systems provide a bijection between coordinates and lo-
cations. For example, in the 2D Euclidean space, one can use {(x, y)|x, y ∈ R} to represent
all points on the 2D plane. Similarly, georeferencing coordinate systems aim to provide a two-
dimensional coordinate representation (lat, lng) for each point on the Earth surface. But the Each
is an ellipsoid, representing a 3D sphere with 2D encodings has certain drawbacks. For example,
many georeferencing coordinate systems do not preserve the original shape/angle/distance in the
encoded space.
3.1.1 Geodetic Datum
Coordinate systems need references. For example, a 2D Euclidean coordinate system needs
an origin point. For a geo-referencing system, a reference geodetic datum acts as the origin point.
The geodetic datum is an approximation of the Earth’s surface against which positional measure-
ments are made for computing locations. Horizontal datums are used for describing a point on
the Earth’s surface, in latitude and longitude or another coordinate system. Vertical datums are
used to measure elevations or underwater depths.
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Table 3.1: Earth reference ellipsoids
Ellipsoid Year Semamajor axis (m) Seminimor axis (m) Inverse flattening
GRS 1980 6,378,137.0 6,356,752.314 140 298.257222101
WGS 1984 6,378,137.0 6,356,752.314 245 298.257223563
IERS 1989 6,378,136 6,356,751.302 298.257
IERS 2003 6,378,136.6 6,356,751.9 298.25642
Table 3.2: Exmaple geo-location in different geodetic datum.
Reference Longitude Latitude
NAD 1927 -122.46690368652 48.7440490722656
NAD 1983 -122.46818353793 48.7438798543649
WGS 1984 -122.46818353793 48.7438798534299
The Earth can be approximated by an ellipsoid. The ellipsoid is completely parameterized by
the semi-major axis a and the flattening f . From a and f it is possible to derive the semi-minor
axis:
b = a(1− f) (3.4)
As the geology technology advances, more precise and global reference ellipsoids of the
Earth were obtained. See Table 3.1 for example. Using different ellipsoids as the reference da-
tum, the same geo-location on the Earth surface can be represented in different coordinate sys-
tems. See Table 3.2 for example.
Satellite images are usually geo-registered. However, different spatial reference systems can
be used for such registration. It is very important to make sure that the same underlying geodetic
datum and the same geographic reference system are used before utilizing such geodetic prior
information.
3.2 Satellite Images
The concept of “resolution” in the satellite image context is multi-fold. The spatial resolution
is defined as the pixel size of an image representing the size of the surface area (i.e. m2) being
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Table 3.3: Configuration comparisons of recently launched commercial imaging satellites.
Orbit Sensor
Satellite Launch Date Period Perigee Apogee Swath Panchromatic Multispectral
(minute) (km) (km) (km) (cm) (cm)
Ikonos-2 09/24/1999 98.40 678 682 11.3 82 320
QuickBird 10/18/2001 93.40 450 482 16.8 61 240
WorldView-1 09/18/2007 94.6 497 504 17.6 50 —
GeoEye-1 09/06/2008 98.33 678 693 15.2 41 165
WorldView-2 10/08/2009 100.16 772 773 16.4 46 184
Pleiades 12/17/2011 98.64 695 695 20 50 200
SPOT-7 06/30/2014 98.64 695 695 60 150 600
WorldView-3 08/13/2014 96.98 619 622 13.1 31 124
WorldView-4 11/11/2016 98.33 610 613 13.1 31 124
measured on the ground, determined by the sensors’ instantaneous field of view (IFOV). The
spectral resolution is defined by the wavelength interval size (discrete segment of the electromag-
netic spectrum) and the number of intervals that the sensor is measuring. The temporal resolu-
tion is defined by the amount of time (e.g. days) that passes between imagery collection periods
for a given surface location. The radiometric resolution is defined as the ability of an imaging
system to record many levels of brightness (contrast for example) and to the effective bit-depth
of the sensor (number of grayscale levels) and is typically expressed as 8-bit (0--255), 11-bit
(0--2047), 12-bit (0--4095) or 16-bit (0--65,535). The geometric resolution refers to the satel-
lite sensor’s ability to effectively image a portion of the Earth’s surface in a single pixel and is
typically expressed in terms of Ground sample distance, or GSD. GSD is a term containing the
overall optical and systemic noise sources and is useful for comparing how well one sensor can
“see” an object on the ground within a single pixel. For example, the GSD of Landsat is ∼ 30m,
which means the smallest unit that maps to a single pixel within an image is ∼ 30m × 30m. The
latest commercial satellite (WorldView-4) has a GSD of 0.31m.
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3.3 RPC Camera Models
To be able to recover 3D geometry from multiple overlapping satellite images, we first need
to formalize the satellite forming process. The camera imaging model links the 3D scene geom-
etry and the 2D pixel observations together. Pin-hole camera models (Hartley and Zisserman,
2003) can well describe common images taken by cameras and mobile devices. Pin-hole cam-
era models express the perspective projection by a linear system in homogeneous coordinate
systems. Epipolar constraints (Hartley and Zisserman, 2003) well describe the geometric rela-
tionships between cameras depicting the same scene, thus enables efficient reconstruction from
images using structure-from-motion (SfM) and multi-view stereo (MVS).
However, the imaging model for satellite imagery is rather different and complicated. Instead
of using separate intrinsic parameters to describe the camera and lens properties and extrinsic
parameters to define the camera poses, a unified model is provided by the satellite image ven-
dors. Such models are usually provided in the form of rational polynomial functions (Dial and
Grodecki, 2005; Fraser and Hanley, 2003; Grodecki and Dial, 2003; Hartley and Saxena, 1997;
Hu et al., 2004). As a replacement model, the rational polynomial coefficients (RPC) model is
mathematically fitted to perform the imaging process equivalently, thus barely carrying any phys-
ical interpretations. Such camera models complicate the 3D reconstruction problem because:
1. epipolar constraints generalize from 1D lines for pin-hole camera models to general curves
for RPC models. Without a closed form solution for the general curve, one has to evaluate
the expensive RPC camera model to follow the curve to establish pixel correspondences.
2. Many satellite imagery vendors only provide 3D-to-pixel mapping (also known as the for-
ward mapping). The missing inverse (pixel-to-3D) mapping also makes reconstruction
harder. Such absent inverse mapping must be fitted via either least square methods (Tao
and Hu, 2002) or minimal solvers (Zheng et al., 2015).
3. Extrinsic calibrations of the RPC camera model are derived from the satellite orbital
model, thus sometimes having accuracy problems. Such inaccurate extrinsic calibrations
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will also propagate errors to the geo-registration described in Sec 3.1. Ozcanli et al. (2014)
proposed to add a simple 2D translational compensation to the RPC model to fix such
extrinsic calibration errors.
Using the rational polynomial coefficients (RPC) model to replace physical sensor models
has become standard practice for satellite image processing. First introduced by Hartley and Sax-
ena (1997), the RPC model quickly gained its popularity due to its numerical accuracy, indepen-
dence of physical sensor parameters, and real-time computations (Hu et al., 2004). One common
issue for RPC models is that many satellite imagery vendors only provide 3D-to-pixel mapping
(also known as the forward mapping). The missing inverse (pixel-to-3D) mapping can be fitted
via least square methods (Tao and Hu, 2002) or the more accurate minimal solvers (Zheng et al.,
2015). Besides, overlapping satellite images are usually misaligned with respect to each other
when projected onto the Earth surfaces due to sensor calibration errors. Ozcanli et al. (2014)
proposed to add a simple translational compensation to the RPC model to fix such registration
errors. We used the same translational compensation to calibrate the provided RPC models.
Beyond geometric 3D reconstructions, people are also interested in high-level semantic un-
derstanding of the satellite imagery, for example, building detection, land usage classification,
etc. Large amounts of annotated data are needed to apply modern machine learning methods to
achieve such goal. However, existing data annotations, such as OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap-
Foundation, 2006), needs precise geo-registration to be useful. The extrinsic calibration error
from satellite sensors must be minimized in order to obtain better geo-registration. The RPC cal-
ibration process, which can reduce the calibration issue, is thus vital to enable the use of existing
data annotations for machine learning tasks.
3.3.1 Forward and Inverse Model
The RPC camera model provides functionality to relate the 3D geographic coordinates
(lat, lng, alt) and the image pixel coordinates (x, y). The 3D-to-pixel model, also known as the
“forward” model, is usually provided by most satellite imagery vendors. The pixel-to-3D model,
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also known as the “inverse” model, is rarely provided. Through out this dissertation, we assume
the forward model when we discuss RPCs unless otherwise stated.
Both the 3D geographic coordinates (lat, lng, alt) and the image pixel coordinates (x, y) are
normalized to the [−1, 1] range before the RPC projection process. The bounding volume (param-
eterized by the scale parameter lats, lngs, alts, xs, ys and offset parameter lato, lngo, alto, xo, yo)
is part of the RPC metadata, determined by the actual camera pose when the image is taken:
˜lat =
lat− lato
lats
(3.5)
˜lng =
lng − lngo
lngs
(3.6)
a˜lt =
alt− alto
alts
(3.7)
x˜ =
x− xo
xs
(3.8)
y˜ =
y − yo
ys
(3.9)
For the forward model, the normalized 3D points ( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) are then projected into the
normalized image space by the following rational polynomial equations:
x˜ =
p1( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)
p2( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)
(3.10)
y˜ =
p3( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)
p4( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)
(3.11)
For the inverse model, the normalized 3D point location ( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) can be found from the
normalized pixel location (x˜, y˜), if a depth hypothesis a˜lt is provided:
˜lng =
p5(x˜, y˜, a˜lt)
p6(x˜, y˜, a˜lt)
(3.12)
˜lat =
p7(x˜, y˜, a˜lt)
p8(x˜, y˜, a˜lt)
(3.13)
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p1, p2, p3, p4, p5, p6, p7 and p8 are cubic polynomials of the same form with different coeffi-
cients a ∈ R20:
p(X,Y, Z) =a1 + a2Y + a3X + a4Z + a5Y X
+a6Y Z + a7XZ + a8Y
2 + a9X
2 + a10Z
2
+a11XY Z + a12Y
3 + a13Y X
2 + a14Y Z
2 + a15Y
2X
+a16X
3 + a17XZ
2 + a18Y
2Z + a19X
2Z + a20Z
3
(3.14)
The normalized image pixel location (x˜, y˜) or 3D point location can then be re-scaled to the
original space using the known scale and offset parameters.
3.3.2 Triangulation
Given multiple overlapping satellite images, triangulation is the process of finding the best
3D point location (lat, lng, alt) for the corresponding pixel locations (x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn) ob-
served in multiple images. Here we aim to find the 3D point that has the minimal reprojection
errors with respect to all the observed pixel locations.
The RPC projection process (Equation 3.10) can be re-written as polynomial equation sys-
tems:
x˜ · p2( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)− p1( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) = 0 (3.15)
y˜ · p3( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)− p4( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) = 0 (3.16)
For the triangulation problem, we know at least two pixel locations from two different images
(x1, y1), (x2, y2). Similarly, we can write the two RPC projection process as polynomial equation
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systems:
x˜1 · p2,1( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)− p1,1( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) = 0 (3.17)
y˜1 · p3,1( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)− p4,1( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) = 0 (3.18)
x˜2 · p2,2( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)− p1,2( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) = 0 (3.19)
y˜2 · p3,2( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt)− p4,2( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) = 0 (3.20)
Notice from the above polynomial equation system that, we have four known values
x1, y1, x2, y2 but only three unknown variables lat, lng, alt to solve. All RPC coefficients are
known and fixed. Our previous work (Zheng et al., 2015) shows that by using a Gröbner basis
solver, three known values are sufficient to solve for the above triangulation problem. Thus,
we can use the forth remaining pixel coordinate to validate the pixel correspondences: if the
projected pixel location is very far from the ground truth forth pixel coordinate value, the pixel
correspondence is highly likely bogus.
3.3.3 Bias Compensation
RPC camera models provided by most satellite imagery vendors encode both the intrinsic
and extrinsic calibration parameters of the actual physical camera. Accurate sensor calibration
is critical in obtaining accurate 3D reconstructions from images. Depending on the quality of
satellite geopositioning sensors, most satellite images exhibit some degree of geolocation errors
when projected on the ground (Ozcanli et al., 2014). Accordingly, 3D reconstructions for satellite
images might fail if such registration errors are not properly corrected.
Given a normalized 3D point ( ˜lat, ˜lng, a˜lt) and its corresponding normalized 2D pixel lo-
cation (x˜, y˜) in image i, a bias compensation model F (x, y) minimizes the extrinsic calibration
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error and estimates the correct normalized 2D pixel location by:
x˜′
y˜′
 = F

x˜
y˜

 (3.21)
Given ground-truth 2D correspondence locations and their corresponding 3D points, estimat-
ing the transformation F is equivalent to minimizing the 3D-to-2D reprojection error:
min
{F,pk}
∑
k
∑
j
F
(
R˜(Pk,pk)
)
(3.22)
where pk = (xj, yj)k is the observed pixel location of the k-th normalized 3D point Pk in
image j and R˜ is the RPC projection eror. Initial 3D point locations are obtained from the 2D
feature correspondences using the above mentioned triangulation solver (Zheng et al., 2015).
Equation (3.22) defines a bundle adjustment problem, which can be optimized efficiently by the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. We minimize the reprojection error to obtain the transformation
F for each image respectively.
Different transformation models are evaluated in Table 3.4. The simple 2D translational cor-
rection model works reasonable well compared with other more complicated models. Intuitively,
imaging satellites are typically far from the Earth’s surface, thus the viewing rays for individ-
ual pixels are almost parallel to each other. Thus, the geopositioning errors can be corrected by
adding a small translation. Please refer to Table 3.4 for details.
Compared with Ozcanli et al. (2014), our method does not require complex line patterns. In
addition, by using accurate numerical solver, the bundle adjustment has a much better initializa-
tion, thus is numerically more stable and efficient to solve. The obtained translation (δx, δy) can
be directly added to the RPC normalizing offsets (xo, yo) respectively. The translation only af-
fects the pixel coordinate normalization, thus triangulation solver can be directly applied without
modifications.
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Table 3.4: Quantitative evaluation of different RPC compensation models. Reprojection error
from triangulated 3D points to images observations are reported.
Model DoF Form Avg-Error Median Error STD
Uncorrected 0
[
x′
y′
]
=
[
1 0
0 1
] [
x
y
]
0.4574 0.3296 0.7333
Translational 2
[
x′
y′
]
=
[
1 0 δx
0 1 δy
]xy
1
 0.3856 0.2595 0.6642
Affine 6
[
x′
y′
]
=
[
a11 a12 a13
a21 a22 a23
]xy
1
 0.3887 0.2579 0.6073
Homography 8
ωx′ωy′
ω
 =
h11 h12 h13h21 h22 h23
h31 h32 1
xy
1
 0.3898 0.2579 0.5987
3.4 Radiometric Calibration
Satellite images are typically collected at different times of day, different seasons, and dif-
ferent altitudes, all of which can lead to significant changes in the imaged illumination condi-
tions. We apply the following per-pixel calibration to transform the radiance value to the top-of-
atmosphere (TOA) reflectance value to correct for such radiometric changes:
ρλpixel,band =
Lλpixel,band · d2ES · pi
Esunλband · cos(θs)
(3.23)
In Equation (3.23), the TOA reflectance per pixel per band ρλpixel,band is unknown. Lλpixel,band is
the band-averaged radiance. The earth-sun distance dES , the band-averaged solar spectral irradi-
ance Esunλband , and the solar zenith angle θs can be obtained from metadata. After the pixel-wise
radiometric correction, pixel values fall into the range of [−1, 1]. We further normalize the pixel
values to [0, 1].
Radiometric information from the metadata of satellite images may also contains errors. Cor-
recting such radiometric metadata is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4: GEOMETRIC RECONSTRUCTION VIA EDGE-AWARE
INTERPOLATION
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, many applications of satellite imagery require the accurate rela-
tionship between different images, or 2D image observations and underlying 3D scene geome-
try, to be known. Multi-view stereo (MVS) techniques (Furukawa et al., 2015) estimate the most
likely 3D geometry given multiple image observations, thus are ideal to establish such dense cor-
respondences.
However, estimating multi-view stereo correspondences on satellite imagery is particularly
challenging, as described in Chapter 1, for the following reasons: (i) the enormous absolute pixel
count; (ii) the low ground sampling rate; (iii) radiometric changes across images; (iv) compli-
cated sensor imaging models; (v) inaccurate sensor calibration.
In this chapter, we propose a complete 3D reconstruction pipeline for satellite images that ad-
dresses the above challenges. An illustration of our proposed pipeline can be found in Figure 4.1.
Our novelties include:
1. We utilize coarse geo-registration to guide the 2D feature matching to establish initial cor-
respondences across images.
2. We utilize accurate minimal solvers (Zheng et al., 2015) and sparse feature matches to re-
fine satellite sensor calibrations.
Input Images
Geo-Guided 
Feature Match
Radiometric 
Calibration
RPC Model 
Compensation
Edge-Aware 
Interpolation
Confidence 
Refinement
Bilateral 
Smoothing
Point Cloud 
Alignment
Each Image Image Pairs Multi Clouds
Figure 4.1: Overview of the satellite stereo pipeline.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration for geo-guided feature matches. For the given image pair, we divide each
image into blocks. For image features detected in the red block of the left image, we only match
them to the features detected in the red block of the right image.
3. We estimate dense correspondences by interpolating refined sparse matches, thus eliminat-
ing the need for per-pixel correspondence search.
4. We further improve the dense height map quality via probabilistic confidence modeling
and efficient bilateral smoothing.
Given a set of geographically overlapping satellite images, our goal is to establish pixel-
wise dense correspondences between image pairs and obtain 3D point clouds from such corre-
spondences. We first obtain reliable sparse feature matches and initial triangulated 3D points
(Sec 4.2). Geographical priors are utilized to accelerate the feature matching process. The satel-
lite camera calibration biases are further refined by minimizing the reprojection between the tri-
angulated 3D points and the feature locations (please refer to Chapter 3 for more details). Sparse
matches are then interpolated into pixel-wise dense correspondences via edge-aware interpolation
(Sec 4.3). A probabilistic model is built to evaluate the quality of such preliminary dense corre-
spondences (Section 4.4). We next apply bilateral smoothing to refine low-confidence matches
(Section 4.5). Finally, multiple point clouds obtained from the different image pairs are further
merged and aligned (Section 4.6). The proposed pipeline is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
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4.2 Geo-guided Sparse Feature Matching
Despite the fact that satellite images exhibit geospatial registration errors (Ozcanli et al.,
2014), satellite images are roughly geo-registered to a common geodetic coordinate frame. For
each image, an affine transformation A ∈ R2×3 maps pixel locations p = (x, y) into geodetic lo-
cations [long, lat]T = A[x, y, 1]T . The affine transformation A can be obtained either from image
metadata or RPC models. Such coarse geo-registration can be applied as regularization for 2D
feature matching: feature points should only match to feature points that are close in the geode-
tic coordinate frame. To apply such regularization efficiently, we first divide the reference image
into blocks. For each block, we map the block corner pixel location p into the matching image by
p′ = A−1matchArefp1. Sparse feature matching is then only performed within corresponding image
blocks. An illustration of geo-guided feature matching can be found in Figure 4.2. An example
of inlier matches and associated 3D points can be found in Figure 4.3.
Our geo-guided feature matching method is superior to regular exhaustive feature matching
for an image pair:
1. Block-wise feature matching is much more efficient. Given N features andm blocks, ex-
haustive feature match has a time complexity of O(N2) while block-wise matching only
has a time complexity of O(N2/m).
2. By reducing images into blocks, we regularize the matching process with the prior geo-
spatial knowledge, which can reduce outlier matches.
3. Blocks are independent of each other, thus block-wise matching can be fully parallelized to
increase computational efficiency.
4. With block-wise feature extraction, we can obtain more spatially uniform-distributed fea-
tures. Depending on the visual content, some blocks may contain more visual features
while other blocks may contain fewer visual features. The sorting or non-maximum sup-
1 Augment A with [0, 0, 1] to compute the inverse matrix.
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Figure 4.3: Example of geo-guided feature matching. From left to right: reference image, inlier
matches, triangulated 3D point cloud.
pression during the global image feature extraction process will favor more salient/distinct
visual features across the whole image. However, if extraction is done individually in each
block, less distinct features in some blocks won’t be suppressed by stronger features in
other blocks. Having features covering more image regions is important for the later inter-
polation process. Notice this usually lead to more features being detected across the entire
image, thus not contradicting the algorithm complexity mentioned above.
Within each block-pair, SIFT (Lowe, 2004) keypoints are detected on a regular grid and
SIFT (Lowe, 2004) descriptors are extracted. We enforce the left-right consistency and apply
the ratio test for the feature matching process. For a putative feature match (x1, y1) and (x2, y2),
the triangulation minimal solver by Zheng et al. (2015) uses three pixel coordinates (for example,
x1, y1, x2) to triangulate the 3D point in space (lat, lng, alt). The remaining coordinate y2 is used
for numerical verification to eliminate outlier matches. Considering the potential geo-location
error of satellite RPC models, we use a loose threshold for outlier removal. Thus, we can further
prune outlier matches and obtain a set of reliable feature matches and their corresponding 3D
points within each image block.
4.3 Edge-Aware Interpolation
Having obtained a set of matchesM = {(pm,p′m)} between image I and I′ , we now estimate
a pixel-wise dense correspondence field CF . For each matched pixel pair (pm,p
′
m), we first use
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the reprojection error R˜(F, P,p) to model the confidence for both matching pixels:
C(pm) = exp
(
−R˜(F, P,p)
σR
)
(4.1)
where F is the bias compensation model (see Section 3.3.3), P is the 3D point, and σR is the
weighting parameter.
For a pixel p ∈ I, we interpolate its correspondence pixel CF (p) ∈ I′ using the Nadaraya-
Watson (NW) estimator (Revaud et al., 2015):
CF (p) =
∑
NK(p)C(pm) · kD(pm,p) · p
′
m∑
NK(p)C(pm) · kD(pm,p)
(4.2)
where kD(pm,p) = exp(−a ·D(pm,p)), D is the distance between two pixels, and NK(p) repre-
sents the K nearest neighbors with respect to the distance D.
Using Euclidean distances between two pixels p and q in Equation (4.2), we simply interpo-
late the correspondence for un-matched pixels based on the spatial location of the established
feature matches. However, such a strategy does not respect image boundaries and depth disconti-
nuities. Similar to Revaud et al. (2015), we used the geodesic distance DG(p,q), i.e. the shortest
distance between pixel p and pixel q with respect to image edge responses E. A pixel belongs to
the same object is close to all other pixels within the same object defined by the image edges, but
far away from pixels across object boundaries. Thus the interpolation will respect image edges
and depth discontinuities.
Edge responses are computed using the structured edge detector (SED) (Dollár and Zitnick,
2013). The approximated geodesic distances DG(p, q) are used to improve computational effi-
ciency. For each correspondence pair (p,p′) ∈ M, we first compute the flow vector (up, vp′ ) =
(xp′ − xp , yp′ − yp). We then apply the Nadaraya-Watson estimator to interpolate the sparse flow
vectors into a dense per-pixel flow field. An example of edge-aware interpolation can be found in
Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of edge-aware interpolation. From left to right: input image, edge re-
sponse, interpolated flow field, triangulated height.
4.4 Confidence Refinement
Multi-view stereo computation is usually expensive for high-resolution images. With higher
image resolutions, not only absolute pixel count increases, potential disparity search space for
each pixel also increases, all of which incurs higher computational complexities. Efforts have
been made to directly reduce the disparity search space (Wang et al., 2014b), or to use sampling
and propagation to mitigate the computational overhead (Wang et al., 2016b). On the contrary,
our proposed method avoids the efforts to sample or search for each pixel. By using edge-ware
interpolation, the dense correspondence problem is reduced to efficient sparse feature matching
and light-weight interpolation for individual pixels.
However, the quality of the interpolated dense correspondence field CF heavily depends on
the sparse feature matching results. We adopted multiple constraints in the previous stages of our
proposed algorithm to increase the quality of the initial sparse feature matches:
1. We constrain initial feature matches to reside in geospatially local regions rather than the
entire image, which helps to reduce bogus matches.
2. We perform bundle adjustment to correct the positioning errors of the RPC camera cali-
brations. The refined camera calibration is used to re-verify putative feature matches for
outlier removal.
3. Unlike the planar homography assumption used in (Bosch et al., 2016), we use the accurate
RPC triangulation minimal solver to prune outlier matches (Zheng et al., 2015).
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For traditional pinhole camera models, epipolar constraints reduce the MVS search space
from a general 2D field to a 1D epipolar line. But RPC camera models do not have such well-
defined geometric constraints. With less regularization, the interpolated correspondence field is
more error-prone to photo-consistency ambiguities. Thus we propose a probabilistic model to
lessen the impact of potentially bogus pixel flows.
For interpolated pixels, the confidence of their interpolated flow vectors can also be defined
with the Nadaraya-Watson estimator:
C(p) =
∑
NK(p) kD(pm,p) · C(pm)∑
NK(p) kD(pm,p)
(4.3)
Given a reference image I and a matching image I′ , we compute the “forward” flow
{Uf , Vf} : I → I′ and “backward” flow {Ub, Vb} : I′ → I simultaneously. For correct
correspondences, if a pixel p in image I maps to the pixel p′ in the image I′ , we would expect
the pixel p′ in the image I′ to map to the pixel p in the image I in the backward flow field.
Otherwise, the disagreement between forward flow field and backward flow field indicates
erroneous correspondences. We penalize such inconsistencies by:
a(p) = [Uf (p) + Ub(xp + Uf (p))]2
+ [Vf (p) + Vb(yp + Vf (p))]2
C(p)← C(p) · exp
(
−a(p)
σsym
) (4.4)
where a(p) is the squared residual between forward flow and backward flow vectors of pixel p
and σsym = 4.
Homogeneous textures like water surfaces are generally hard to match. Compared with tradi-
tional RGB images, extra channels, if multispectral images are available, can provide information
to identify such regions. We compute the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) (Weier
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and Herring, 2000) to identify homogeneous surfaces:
N(p) = NIR(p)−Red(p)
NIR(p) +Red(p)
(4.5)
where Red and NIR stand for the spectral reflectance measurements acquired in the visible red
and the near-infrared channel. NDVI values fall into the range of [−1.0, 1.0]. Negative values
correspond to water, values close to zero ([−0.1, 0.1]) correspond to barren surfaces, for example,
rocks, and, or snow. Thus, we further decrease the matching confidence of pixel p if its NDVI
value is smaller than 0.1:
C(p)← C(p) · exp
(
−N(p)− 0.1
σndvi
)
if N(p) ≤ 0.1 (4.6)
where σndvi = 10.0.
4.5 Bilateral Refinement
Given a pair of satellite images (I, I′), we now have estimated a flow field (U, V ) from I to
I′ , as well as a per-pixel confidence measure C. The flow field can contain incorrect correspon-
dences, as indicated by asymmetric flow, or ambiguous matches on homogeneous regions. We
minimize the following objective by the bilateral solver (Barron and Poole, 2016) to produce a
smooth flow field that respects both image edges and highly confident matches:
min
ui,vj
λ
2
∑
i,j
Wˆi,j
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
ui
vi
−
uj
vj

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
+
∑
i
cˆi
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
ui
vi
−
uˆi
vˆi

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
(4.7)
where uˆi, vˆi, cˆi are the flow and confidence estimates at pixel i, i and j are neighboring pixels,
and ui, vi are the smoothed flow field. The bistochasized bilateral affinity matrixW is con-
structed as in (Barron and Poole, 2016) with neighborhood luma, chroma, and pixel location in
consideration.
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(a) Before (b) After
Figure 4.5: Refinement of flow field using bilateral solver.
A bistochasized bilateral affinity matrixW is constructed as follows to build the smoothness
term in the smoothing objective in Equation (4.7):
Wi,j = exp

−‖p
l
i − plj‖22
2σ2l
−
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
pui
pvi
−
puj
pvj

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
2σ2uv
−
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
pxi
pyi
−
pxj
pyj

∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
2σ2xy

(4.8)
where for pixel i, pli is luma, (pui , pvi ) is chroma, (pxi , p
y
i ) is spatial pixel location. σl =
0.0625, σuv = 0.03, σxy = 12 determines the support size of the solver.
With the smoothed flow field, we can estimate a point cloud for reference image I: the
3D point (lat, lng, alt) for pixel p can be triangulated from the smoothed correspondences
[(px, py), (px + up, py + vp)] using the triangulation minimal solver (Zheng et al., 2015).
4.6 Point Cloud Alignment
Our proposed algorithm estimates a dense pixel-wise 3D reconstruction for a given satellite
image pair. Given a collection of overlapping satellite images I = {I0, I1, · · · , IN}, there exist
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Table 4.1: Quantitative Evaluation of Satellite Image Stereo
Method Completeness Registration Accuracy Time
% Meters Meters Minutes
SiftFlow (Bosch et al., 2016) 72.3 0.322 2.689 57.8
S2P (De Franchis et al., 2014) 79.0 0.278 2.727 34.9
PMBP (Wang et al., 2016b) 74.1 0.479 3.819 45.7
SGM (Hirschmuller, 2008) 67.4 0.492 2.6 97.6
Ours 79.3 0.25 2.57 27.5
O(N2) image pairs. Considering the large image resolutions of satellite images, it is computation-
ally prohibitive to compute dense 3D reconstructions exhaustively for each image pair.
To increase the scalability of our proposed algorithm, we propose to select only k best match-
ing views for each image. Matching views are selected by the RPC reprojection error defined
in Equation (3.22). Thus for an image collection with N images, we only need to compute kN
pairwise reconstructions. For each reference view, the resulting k dense height maps are fused
together and a median filter is applied at each reference pixel location to reject outliers.
We then align the N separate point clouds together. Our RPC sensor compensation only per-
forms pair-wise sensor alignment. To account for the possible sensor misalignment between dif-
ferent image pairs, we compute a rigid transformation (rotation R ∈ R3×3 and translation t ∈ R3)
to align new point clouds to existing 3D models using iterative closest point (ICP). We further
refine the fused 3D point cloud by a radius-based outlier filter: any 3D points that don’t have at
least 10 neighbors within 1.5 meters are discarded.
4.7 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, and compare our re-
sults with state-of-the-art baselines.
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Figure 4.6: Visualizations of satellite imagery and their computed height map.
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4.7.1 Evaluation
Our experiments were performed on the JHU/APL satellite MVS benchmark dataset (Bosch
et al., 2016). The benchmark dataset contains 50 WorldView-3 images covering San Fernando,
Argentina. We only use the panchromatic images with 30-cm ground sampling distances (GSD)
for stereo reconstructions. Multi-spectral images with 1.3-meter GSD is upsampled to compute
NDVI only. Airborne Lidar was used as ground-truth for evaluation.
To evaluate the reconstructed MVS point cloud against ground-truth Lidar, the input point
cloud is first registered to the ground truth point cloud by estimating a simple x-y shift. 3D points
from the input point cloud are placed into cells of a predefined regular grid based on their lat/long
coordinates. The accuracy of an input point cloud is then defined as the root mean squared error
(RMSE) over all non-empty cells. The completeness for an input point cloud is the fraction of
non-empty input cells with height errors less than 1-meter. The registration error is the median
value of the per-cell height error after alignment.
We compare our proposed algorithm with several state-of-the-art baseline methods. Detailed
results can be found in Table 4.1. Our proposed algorithm exceeded the baseline methods in both
completeness and accuracy. Qualitative examples of our results can be found in Figure 4.6.
Our choice of using image feature matching to bootstrap the correspondence estimation pro-
cess is critical to the overall good performance. Compared with traditional photo-consistency
metrics, for example, SSD, NCC, and census transform, image descriptors like SIFT have bet-
ter discriminating power. In addition, local feature descriptors are matched without considering
geometric constraints, thus are more robust to initial sensor calibration errors.
4.7.2 Runtime
We implemented our proposed algorithm in C++. Runtime statistics are collected on a ma-
chine with a 2.4GHz 4-core Intel Xeon CPU. Comparison of the computation efficiency of our
method against baseline methods can also be found in Table 4.1. The runtime is collected on an
image pair of 25K × 20K pixel resolution.
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Table 4.2: Runtime statistics for each stage of the stereo pipeline.
Stage Time (seconds) Parallelizable
Radiometric Correction 92.34 X
Feature Match 223.78 X
RPC Compensation 249.32
Interpolation 267.79 X
Confidence Refinement 156.98 X
Bilateral Smoothing 674.08
Our method has better computation efficiency compared to the baseline methods. MVS com-
putation is heavy because a large number of depth hypotheses needs to be tested for each pixel.
By exploiting the local smoothness properties in local image regions, our proposed method, how-
ever, totally discarded the pixel-wise search/sampling process, and relies on light-weight inter-
polation and edge-aware smoothing to obtain high-quality geometry. Thus our method demon-
strated great computational efficiency.
We further list the runtime for each stage of our proposed algorithm in Table 4.2. Most stages
of our method are implemented and executed in parallel. To summarize, our method is very effi-
cient both in theory and in practice.
4.7.3 Ablation Study
Our algorithm consists of multiple processing stages. In this section, we analyze the contri-
butions of each stage. We use the same completeness and accuracy metric to evaluate the point
cloud reconstructed with individual stages removed from the pipeline if possible. We replace the
geo-guided feature matching stage with a normal feature matching stage.
Detailed comparisons can be found in Table 4.3. Removing radiometric calibration caused
the slightest performance degrade when compared with other processing stages. One reason is
the radiometric robustness of local image features. Also, the interpolation of matching feature
points is computed with respect to the reference image only. Compared to Wang et al. (2016b),
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Table 4.3: Ablation study for individual stages of the stereo pipeline.
Removed Stage Completeness (%) Accuracy (m)
Radiometric Correction 78.2 2.93
Feature Match 72.1 3.05
RPC Compensation 68.7 3.89
Confidence Refinement 73.3 3.12
Bilateral Smoothing 69.1 3.56
Full Pipeline 79.3 2.57
Table 4.4: Local image feature comparison for geo-guided feature matching
Feature Match Number Completeness Accuracy
Unit % % Meters
SIFT 100 79.3 2.57
Root-SIFT 102.8 79.4 2.57
A-SIFT 105.8 79.6 2.42
MODS 110.7 80.1 2.39
BRISK 47.3 59.1 3.19
ORB 57.7 64.6 2.98
FREAK 53.1 63.1 3.07
where removing radiometric calibration caused the completeness to drop from 74.1% to 68.7%,
our algorithm is fairly robust to radiometric changes.
Replacing geo-guided feature matching with normal image feature matching caused a notice-
able drop in completeness. Fewer features are detected in less salient image regions. Without
enough accurate initial matches, interpolation in such areas will lead to erroneous estimations.
Removing the RPC camera model compensation led to the worst performance decrease. In-
accurate sensor calibration can cause errors when using minimal solvers for outlier removal and
triangulation, jeopardizing all later processing.
Confidence refinement mainly contributed to improving the accuracy by suppressing occlu-
sions or ambiguous matches in texture-less regions. Bilateral smoothing helps to improve both
the completeness and accuracy by filling “holes” and low-confidence regions with smooth val-
ues.
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4.8 Discussion
4.8.1 Feature Comparison
We further evaluate different image local features for our sparse correspondence stage. De-
tailed results can be found in Table 4.4. Binary features (BRISK, ORB, FREAK) showed inferior
performances compared to SIFT. Root-SIFT gets slightly more initial matches but led to similar
completeness and accuracy. A-SIFT and MODS (Mishkin et al., 2015) generated higher initial
match counts and slight improvements in final completeness and accuracy metric, at the cost of
higher computational overhead. A-SIFT or MODS can be used as a replacement if needed.
We also noticed that images coming from the same satellite usually have the same ground
sampling distance. Fixed ground sampling rates mean object scales do not change dramatically
across images. If needed, scale-invariance constraints can be loosened when computing image
feature descriptors, for example, using fewer octave layers in SIFT descriptor extraction.
4.8.2 Occlusion Handling
Both the interpolation and bilateral smoothing stages respect image boundaries, thus prevent-
ing the foreground geometries from bleeding into the background. In addition, asymmetric flow
described in Equation (4.4) also indicates geometric occlusion and lower the confidence for oc-
cluded regions. The bilateral solver will then fill in the smoothed background geometry.
4.8.3 Future Work
Learning-based feature representations have recently become popular (Yi et al., 2016). We
leave it as future work to apply such learned features to our proposed satellite MVS pipeline. In
addition, our current RPC correction procedure is applied to each image pair. Joint RPC correc-
tion proposed by (Ozcanli et al., 2014) can be used to align multiple satellite images together.
We leave as future work to compare the joint correction approach and our current ICP alignment
approach.
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CHAPTER 5: JOINT GEOMETRIC AND SEMANTIC RECONSTRUCTION
5.1 Introduction
Multi-view stereo estimation task obtains 3D structures by minimizing the inconsistency of
visual appearances of the hypothesizing structures. However, certain photometric ambiguities
cannot be easily resolved, even with larger spatial context, for example, homogeneous regions
and repetitive textures.
On the other hand, land use classification on satellite images tries to infer semantic categories
on a pixel-wise basis. Without consideration of spatial smoothness and context, such pixel-wise
labeling can be noisy. But if dense correspondences can be established across multiple satellite
images, both geometric and semantic ambiguities can be jointly resolved.
Thus, given no less than two satellite image observations for the region of interest, our goal
is to establish dense correspondences across the reference view image and all the rest matching
images, so that geometry and semantic information can be reliably extracted on top of such corre-
spondences.
In this chapter, we propose an efficient dense multiple view stereo algorithm for satellite im-
ages, which solves the geometry and semantic estimation problem directly in the 3D space (see
Figure 5.1). Utilizing only the provided space-to-image mapping, our method effectively by-
passes the limitation of a missing or inaccurate image-to-space mapping. By using an efficient
inference framework, our proposed method can achieve state-of-the-art results in significantly
less time. To summarize, our innovations are:
1. We propose to solve the dense stereo problem directly in a 2.5D volumetric representation
of the 3D space, effectively by-passing the limitation of missing/inaccurate image-to-space
model.
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2. We propose an efficient PatchMatch based inference framework to address the high-
resolution dense satellite stereo problem.
3. We demonstrate that utilizing semantic land usage information can help to improve the
accuracy of dense stereo in satellite problems
5.2 Local 3D Plane Formulation
We propose to jointly estimate the geometry structure and land usage information for a geo-
graphical region observed by multiple satellite images. Such a geographical region of interest is
represented by an uniform vector grid {u}ns=1. Each node corresponds to a geographical point in
3D space, with known latitude lat and longitude lng, but unknown altitude alt. Following the
slanted surface formulation proposed in Bleyer et al. (2011), we associate an unknown local 3D
plane f = (af , bf , cf ) to each geographical point (lat, lng, alt). The altitude of the 3D point satis-
fies:
alt = af ∗ lat+ bf ∗ lng + cf (5.1)
Once the 3D planes are estimated, 3D points lying on the plane can be projected onto a specific
satellite image I by using the image specific RPC camera models (see Figure 5.1 for example).
In addition to the geometry 3D plane, each node us also encodes land usage information for the
given geographical 3D point.
Under our formulation, our goal of extracting geometry structure can be achieved by find-
ing the optimal parameterization for each of the vector grid points that minimizes photometric
and semantic observation conflicts between the designated reference view r and matching views,
while maintaining local smoothness in the underlying geometry structures and semantic represen-
tations. Pixel-level view selection has been proved successful in increasing stereo accuracy and
robustness by Zheng et al. (2014). In order to account for the drastic view and capture condition
changes across multiple satellite images, we include a similar pixel-level view selection scheme
in our formulation.
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of the grid representation of our proposed method. Each grid point is
parameterized by a local 3D plane and land usage information. Photo consistencies are accumu-
lated across multiple images.
The state of each grid point us = (fs, vs, ls) encodes information for an unknown local 3D
plane fs ∈ R3, a unknown matching view index vs, and an unknown land usage categories label
ls. Thus our goal is to optimize the following energy function:
E(u1, . . . , un) =
n∑
s=1
ψs(us) + β1
n∑
s=1
 ∑
t∈N(s)
ψst(us,ut)
 (5.2)
where N(s) being the pairwise neighborhood of the node s. The unary energy ψs(us) measures
consistency of image appearance and semantic labeling of the associated 3D plane between dif-
ferent image views. To compute the unary energy for a node us, we first collect a set of nearby
3D points Ps lying on its local 3D plane. Each 3D point ps ∈ Ps, is projected onto the reference
view r and the selected match view vs. The obtained image pixel color/intensity (Ir, Ivs) and im-
age pixel labeling (Lr, Lvs) are compared to build the following cost:
C(ps) = min(τc, ‖Ir − Ivs‖) + β2δ(Lr, Lvs) (5.3)
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where τc is truncation threshold for stereo cost, ‖Ir − Ivs‖ is the L1 color difference, and δ is a
Kronecker delta function defined as:
δ(Lr, Lvs) =

0 if Lr = Lvs
1 if Lr ̸= Lvs
(5.4)
The unary data term is then defined over the 3D point set Ps:
ψs(us) =
∑
ps∈Ps
ω(p, ps) [C(ps) + γL(ls)] (5.5)
where ω(p, ps) is the adaptive weight between the center point p and the neighboring 3D point
ps (Yoon and Kweon, 2006), and L(ls) is the cost of classifying node us as label ls, which can be
obtained through classifier output (see Section 5.3).
On the other hand, the pairwise term ψst(us,ut) explicitly considers smoothness between
adjacent 3D planes, matching view selections, and semantic label assignment:
ψst(us,ut) =(|ns · (xs − xt)|+ |nt · (xt − xs)|)
+ ω1δ(vs, vt) + ω2δ(ls, lt)
(5.6)
where ns represents the unit normal vector of plane fs, and xs is a point on the plane fs. The
smoothness term ψst(us,ut) will have a zero cost value if and only if two nodes lie on the same
plane, have the same semantic label and match view selection. In our experiments, only selecting
best view can better handle occlusion. In case multiple equally good views exist for a given MRF
node, the matching view that’s more consistent with adjacent nodes would be selected via MRF
inference.
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Image Initialization 1/4 iteration 1/2 iteration 1 iteration 3 iteration 10 iteration
Figure 5.2: Qualitative illustration of convergence. We show the height map obtained at different
stages of the optimization process. The first iteration already extracted coarse geometrical struc-
tures from the random initializations. Results obtained after 3 iterations are visually very close to
the final results with 10 iterations.
5.3 Land Use Classification
Captured at multiple spectral bands, pixel values from satellite images naturally carry phys-
ical response information from different land types, thus providing strong clues on land usage
information. Thus, we propose to use a simple three-layer fully-connected neural-network to per-
form pixel-wise land usage classification based on pixel characteristics.
The land usage classification neural network consists of an input layer with eight neurons to
take input from the eight channel pixel values, forty neurons for the hidden layer, and 13 output
neurons in the output layer. The neural network output is inverted and serves as the labeling cost
term L(ls) in the unary energy function (see Equation 5.5).
5.4 Inference
Our proposed MRF formulation in Equation 5.2 can be efficiently solved using the Patch-
Match Belief Propagation method (PBMP) (Besse et al., 2013). We initialize each node us with
a random plane fs, a random semantic label ls, and a random match view choice vs. MRF is then
inferred through spatial-propagation and local resampling. We empirically set the number of par-
ticles at each node us to 3, which achieved a good balance between computation overhead and
converging speed.
We show a quantitative illustration of inference process in Figure 5.3, and a qualitative visual-
ization in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.3: An example of PMBP inference on the Xiapu dataset (See Table 5.5 for dataset
details). PMBP solver shows fast convergence speed in practice.
5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Implementation
We evaluate our proposed method in a parallel C++ implementation. All the benchmark num-
bers are collected on a 32 core Intel Xeon CPU running at 2GHz. We use 5× 5 patches for stereo
matching. PMBP solver is run for three iterations with three particles at each node. Parameters
are set as β1 = 0.4, β2 = 15.0, τc = 30.0, ω1 = 0.2, ω2 = 0.2, λ = 20.0.
5.5.2 Ground Level Stereo Experiments
To justify the incorporation of semantic information in dense stereo problems, we quanti-
tatively evaluate our proposed formulation of joint dense stereo and semantic object classifica-
tion on the Leuven dataset (Ladickỳ et al., 2011) and the Kitti dataset (Geiger et al., 2012). Both
datasets provide rectified stereo image pairs, simplifying the correspondence search space to hor-
izontal lines. Accordingly, we define a corresponding grid node over each pixel in the reference
image.
On both datasets, we compare our method against one of the state-of-art joint estimation
framework, Automatic Labelling Environment (ALE) (Ladickỳ et al., 2011). Especially, we used
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Figure 5.4: Visualization of semantic and stereo results of our proposed method on the Kitti
dataset (Geiger et al., 2012). Through joint-optimization, clear boundaries are preserved in se-
mantic segmentations, while stereo ambiguity can be resolved through high-order semantic
information.
Table 5.1: Stereo accuracy on Leuven dataset. Out-All: percentage of erroneous pixels in total;
Avg-All: average disparity in total.
ALE (Ladickỳ et al., 2011) PMBP Stereo Joint PMBP
Out-All 0.3766% 0.2930% 0.2714%
Avg-All 5.1849px 3.8885px 3.5608px
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Table 5.2: Stereo experimentation results computed at 3 pixel error threshold. Outperforming
comparison baselines, our proposed joint estimation method shows close stereo accuracy to the
state-of-art results on Kitti benchmark list. (As of August 2015). Out-Noc: percentage of erro-
neous pixels in non-occluded areas; Out-All: percentage of erroneous pixels in total; Avg-Noc:
average disparity in non-occluded areas; Avg-All: average disparity in total.
Method Out-Noc Out-All Avg-Noc Avg-All
ALE (Ladickỳ et al., 2011) 5.27% 8.48% 1.4607px 1.9871px
PMBP Stereo 4.64% 5.96% 1.1820px 1.6693px
Joint PMBP 3.82% 5.69% 0.9932px 1.2650px
the ground-truth semantic labels from (Ladicky et al., 2014) to train the ALE classifier on the
Kitti dataset.1 We directly use the semantic classification output as the semantic label initializa-
tion of our MRF formulation. Quantitative evaluations on semantic classification accuracy on
two datasets can be found in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 respectively.
Though quantitative improvements upon semantic classifications being modest, Table 5.1 and
Table 5.2 show that stereo matching can benefit from semantic regularization, as our proposed
method outperforms ALE and pure PatchMatch stereo method. We attribute the insignificant
semantic improvements to the highly accurate initialization with over 99% accuracy.
Table 5.3: Semantic classification accuracy on the Leuven test dataset. Seven semantic categories
are defined for typical outdoor scenes. Despite being simple, our method can slightly improve
upon state-of-the-art by simply smoothing the classification results together with stereo disparity
maps.
Method All Pavement Person Bike Car Building Road Sky
ALE 0.9948 0.6118 0 0.6765 0.9042 0.9729 0.9885 0.9967
Joint PMBP 0.9949 0.6110 0 0.6767 0.9046 0.9733 0.9887 0.9968
1 Notice we perform quantitatively evaluation on this subset of labeled stereo image pairs provided in (Ladicky et al.,
2014), instead of the original Kitti stereo dataset.
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Table 5.4: Kitti semantic classification accuracy evaluation.
Class Overall Sidewalk Grass Bike Car Pedestrian Fence
ALE 0.9370 0.9683 0.9520 0.9645 0.9081 0.9364 0.9427
Joint PMBP 0.9378 0.9694 0.9520 0.9653 0.9132 0.9377 0.9433
Class Building Road Tree Sky Sign Column
ALE 0.9569 0.9280 0.9709 0.9036 0.4770 0.0630
Joint PMBP 0.9576 0.9289 0.9721 0.9050 0.4649 0.0622
5.5.3 Satellite Images Experiments
5.5.3.1 Datasets
The possible drastic change in solar illuminance, weather, and atmosphere conditions for a
designated region, poses great challenges for the dense stereo problem on satellite images. To
counter such difficulties, commercial satellite image vendors provide multiple image captures
within the same orbit pass over a given region of interest. Taken within very short time-intervals,
such one-pass captures simplify stereo matching by providing similar illuminance conditions and
image appearances.
In order to show the robustness and effectiveness of our proposed satellite stereo method, we
collect multi-pass satellite image datasets, with images taken at different time and on different
orbits (see Table 5.5 for details). Compared to one-pass captures, such datasets have higher avail-
ability but contain greater variety in viewing angles, solar illuminance, and scene contents, thus
posing greater challenges for the stereo matching solver. For example in Figure 5.5, the Zarqa
dataset is captured within a time span of three years.
Without loss of generality, we used multi-spectral images from WorldView-2 satellite sensors.
Such images have ground sampling distance as low as 0.2 meters. Eight spectral bands provide
spectrum coverage from optical wavelength to infrared wavelength. The 11 bits dynamic range
also enriches the discrimination between different image pixels, which can potentially improve
stereo results. Example results of our joint estimation can be found in Figure 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Quantitative evaluation on multiple satellite datasets. Empirically, our proposed
method expands linearly in terms of memory and computation time.
Dataset Resolution Height
range
Pass View SGM BidPMBP GridPMBP
Time Xiapu 26.2 Mpx 500 m 1 2 0.48 Hours 0.57 Hours 0.18 Hours
Bengaluru 66.1 Mpx 1000 m 5 5 9.73 Hours 5.75 Hours 1.78 Hours
Zarqa 58.7 Mpx 1000 m 7 7 12.96 Hours 7.66 Hours 2.37 Hours
Memory Xiapu 26.2 Mpx 500 m 1 2 1.8 GB 1.4 GB 1.4 GB
Bengaluru 66.1 Mpx 1000 m 5 5 11.3 GB 8.8 GB 8.8 GB
Zarqa 58.7 Mpx 1000 m 7 7 12.0 GB 9.4 GB 9.4 GB
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Figure 5.5: Example results obtained via GridPMBP solver on selected datasets. (Best view in
color.)
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of semantic labels. Per-pixel based classification can lead to noisy
semantic labels, see column 2. By joining dense stereo estimation together with per-pixel classifi-
cations, noisy semantic maps can be smoothed, see column 3. (Best view in color.)
5.5.3.2 Land Usage Classification
In order to train the land usage classification neural network, 12,000 samples are manually
collected for each of the 13 semantic classes. A random split of 70% is used for training, 15% for
cross-validation, and 15% for testing. The three-layer neural network is trained by scaled gradi-
ent back-propagation algorithm.
A simple per-pixel classification can be obtained by selecting the most likely semantic la-
bel for each pixel. Such maximum likelihood classification can lead to noisy semantic maps, as
shown in Figure 5.6. By combining semantic classification with stereo correspondence estima-
tion, we can effectively smooth the semantic map, leading to less noisy predictions.
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5.5.3.3 Dense Stereo Benchmark
To evaluate our performance on dense stereo estimation tasks, we apply traditional image-
space multiple-view stereo methods on our testing satellite image dataset as baselines.
As discussed in chapter 2, commercial satellite images usually either lack image-to-3D
RPC camera model, or suffer from inaccuracies issues. We incorporated the minimal solver
from (Zheng et al., 2015) to establish accurate bi-directional correspondences between 3D points
and pixels. We embedded this minimal solver into traditional image space dense stereo solvers to
ensure their functionality on satellite images.
Semi-Global matching (SGM) approximates a globally optimal solution for dense stereo prob-
lems by aggregating pixel-wise matching cost from multiple directions. SGM has been proved
robust and successful for reconstructions in both standard pin-hole camera images, as well as aeri-
al/satellite images (dÁngelo and Kuschk, 2012; Gehrke et al., 2010).
The original SGM method proposed in (Hirschmuller, 2008) needs to store the entire
matching cost volume for multi-direction cost aggregation. For a reference image with width D,
height H , and disparity range D, such O(WHD) memory requirement can hardly be fulfilled
for high-resolution satellite images. So we adopted a memory efficient variant of the original
SGM (Hirschmüller et al., 2012), which decreases the memory complexity to O(kWH) where k
is the number of aggregation directions.
We also compare our proposed method to standard image-space multiple view PatchMatch
stereo method. In this case, we define each node us over each pixel instead of a 3D space grid
point. The unary and pairwise energy naturally follows the formulation in Section 5.2. We run
bidirectional PatchMatch (BidPMBP) stereo on satellite image datasets with same patch radius
and optimization iterations.
A detailed comparison of memory usage and runtime can be found in Table 5.5. Our pro-
posed method (GridPMBP) achieved on average 3.2X speedup against bidirectional PatchMatch,
and at least 5 times faster than SGM. Since the PatchMatch based method smartly traverses the
disparity/altitude search space without iterating through the entire cost volume, our proposed
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Figure 5.7: Zoom in comparisons of satellite height map estimation results. GridPMBP provides
cleaner results with much smaller computation and memory overhead. (Best view in color.)
method inherits the lower memory requirement. Both BidPMBP and GridPMBP shows less
memory usage than SGM. Qualitative zoom-in comparisons for three methods can be found in
Figure 5.7.
As Figure 5.7 shows, our datasets cover different terrain types, including mountainous and ur-
ban areas. Compared with SGM, GridPMBP accurately captured finer details of the terrain shape
on different terrain types, demonstrating great robustness and application ability. GridPMBP also
achieved good stereo results on both one-pass stereo captures, and multi-pass captures. Thus our
proposed method enables the use of satellite images captured from multiple-passes for accurate
dense stereo problems.
5.6 Discussion
Overall, our proposed method achieved good results on satellite image datasets, as well as on
standard stereo benchmark datasets. Especially, our proposed method has lower memory foot-
print and higher computation efficiency, which is more suitable for multi-view high resolution
satellite image applications.
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In our MRF formulation, the unary term ψs(us) is only evaluated between the reference
view r and the per-node selected match view vs, thus our proposed method has a low complexity
with matching view numbers. Increasing dataset cardinality won’t lead to catastrophic runtime
increase. Also, the piecewise smoothness in a typical image domain, and spatial propagation
scheme employed by PatchMatch based methods, greatly amortizes the optimization burden
amongst neighboring pixels. This also makes the optimization of complex state space and unary
cost function feasible. Last but not least, by using a grid space representation, we effectively
by-pass the limitation of missing image-to-space RPC models, and thus save the overhead of
computing such inverse mapping on-the-fly.
As can be seen in Figure 5.6, pixel-based local classification can be error-prone. However,
our PMBP solver is independent of the methods used to attain these labels (though we do require
a confidence value for each label). Hence, improved classification results can be easily integrated
for better results. We consider this as part of the future work.
By adopting the space grid representation, our method has advantages that are not seen in the
baseline methods:
1. Compared with the traditional multiple-view-stereo pipeline, which first establishes dense
correspondences to extract depth/height maps, then does fusion to extract dense geometry,
our space grid representation directly optimizes for 3D geometry structure. Huge computa-
tion overhead can be thus saved in later fusion stage.
2. Depth maps can be obtained by projecting the estimated geometry structure to the desired
view. Our space-based representation also creates possibilities for virtual view synthesis.
3. The spatial resolution of the MRF grids can be changed to achieve a good balance between
geometry fine-details and computation resource budget.
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CHAPTER 6: PARAMETRIC CUBOID MODEL RECONSTRUCTION
6.1 Introduction
Despite its wide availability and increasing popularity, satellite imagery exhibits two signif-
icant drawbacks for 3D modeling. First, although satellite images contain enormous amounts of
pixels, they are quite limited in content resolution. For instance, state-of-the-art WorldView-4 im-
ages can only provide images with ground sampling resolutions no smaller than 30 centimeters
per pixel. Hence, models reconstructed from satellite imagery often exhibit undesired smooth-
ing artifacts along structural edges and depth discontinuities. Second, satellite image vendors
typically provide only one view of an area at each time-point as satellite orbits around the Earth.
Lacking multiple overlapping views inhibits direct use of stereo methods for surface estimation.
Thus, in this chapter, we focus on using single view satellite imagery to perform automatic urban
reconstructions.
Nevertheless, single view reconstruction from the top-down bird’s eye view is very challeng-
ing. Regularizations or prior knowledge are necessary to solve such ill-posed problems. Satellite
images are usually geo-registered to geodetic coordinate systems. Such geo-registration is usu-
ally utilized to project satellite images onto geodetic maps like OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap-
Foundation, 2006), but it also provides a direct link between the rich semantic annotations of
vector geodetic maps and the raster pixels of satellite images. Thus, we propose a deep learning
based method to perform single-view parametric building reconstructions, using satellite imagery
and their corresponding 2D vector maps as supervision. Our method uses a convolutional neural
network (CNN) to directly localize all instances of buildings visible within a single satellite im-
age and simultaneously estimate their skeletal 3D models. LiDAR information is utilized during
training to learn to predict such 3D information. Note that GIS annotations and LiDAR are only
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Satellite Image Vector Map Lidar Data
Figure 6.1: Overview of our proposed algorithm. Vector map and LiDAR data are only needed
during training.
used during training. Requiring only images at application time makes our method much more
broadly applicable.
To summarize, we propose a data-driven approach to perform direct parametric model fit-
ting for single view reconstructions. Compared to traditional single-view satellite reconstruc-
tion methods which utilize shadow information and metadata like earth-sun positions (Izadi and
Saeedi, 2012), our method learns useful visual cues from the abundant training data automati-
cally. Our main novelties include:
1. We propose a simple but effective 3D cuboid parameterization for buildings, which allows
easy integration into the detection formulation.
2. We upsample convolutional feature maps to a higher resolution to account for the low
ground sampling rates of satellite imagery.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of traditional object detection data and our satellite reconstruction data.
The left two images are from the MS-COCO dataset. Ground-truth object instance and their seg-
mentation masks are visualized. The right two images are images of Boston, MA. Building labels
are obtained from OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap-Foundation, 2006) and are overlayed on the
satellite images. Note the significantly higher object density and small object size in the satellite
image in the right two images.
3. We design a novel signed distance metric to predict building boundaries, and address detec-
tion overlaps.
4. We train the model utilizing GIS and LiDAR for supervision, but only images are needed
at inference time, making our method much more applicable.
6.2 Cuboid Models
Given a single satellite image, we introduce a unified deep CNN to identify all buildings and
extract their corresponding models as 3D cuboids. Our method is inspired by state-of-the-art ob-
ject detection systems but addresses the additional challenge of handling high object density in
images with low content resolution, which is not commonly seen in traditional visual recognition
tasks. Figure 6.2 shows an example comparison of traditional object densities and the object den-
sities observed in the targeted satellite data of urban areas.
Compared to the images traditionally used for object detection (for example ImageNet (Rus-
sakovsky et al., 2015), MS COCO (Lin et al., 2014)), the content density in typical satellite data
is significantly higher. This is a consequence of sensor resolution constraints of current satellite
cameras. While the images have extraordinarily high pixel counts, their actual ground sampling
resolution is coarse relative to the scale of most objects. Hence, the objects of interest, buildings
in our case, are represented by only a few pixels. For example, a 100 m2 house is no larger than
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34 × 34 pixels when captured by the highest commercially available resolution (0.3 meters per
pixel ground sampling distance). In multi-spectral images, size is even further reduced to approx-
imately 8 × 8 pixels. State-of-the-art object detection systems usually focus on localizing objects
covering large spatial areas within the given image, and thus are not satisfactory for this task.
In addition to the resolution challenge, the building sizes and orientations vary significantly
even within the same environment. Moreover, in standard object detection systems, overlapping
bounding boxes are well within the range of valid outputs. However, for our application, we need
to maintain the constraints of the physical world, i.e., buildings cannot overlap.
In short, our task is to design a system that can accurately detect and model a large number of
disjoint, highly-varied buildings from heavily cluttered, low-resolution data.
6.3 Cuboid Model Fitting as 3D Object Detection
Although buildings are often in different shapes, their underlying architectures share many
similarities. For example, most buildings have a fairly rectangular footprint. They are also gener-
ally perpendicular to gravity (with a few notable exceptions, such as the Leaning Tower of Pisa).
Our method leverages these characteristics to derive a general approximated model for buildings
in urban areas: a 3D cuboid. Its orientation can thus be described by its azimuth angle, i.e. its
rotation wrt the gravity direction.
An example model is shown in Figure 6.3. It is parameterized by its base width wb, base
length lb, roof height hr, azimuth angle θ, and its base center location (xc, yc) on the ground. We
found that even such a simple model provides sufficient information for applications like city
planning and monitoring. Interestingly, due to its inherent semantics, the fitted structures are of-
ten more useful than the standard point cloud representations from LiDAR scans, stereo depth
maps, or volumetric representations. Our cuboid building parametrization shares several param-
eters with 2D image bounding boxes. In particular, lb, wb, and (xc, yc) naturally correspond to
a bounding box in a 2D image or ground plane. Thus, our algorithm extends the state-of-the-art
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(a) 3D house model (b) Front view (c) Top view (d) Parametric model
Figure 6.3: Visualization of the 3D cuboid parameterization for an example house.
2D object detection pipelines into 3D space, identifying each building instance and estimating its
parameters (wb, lb, hr, θ, xc, yc).
6.3.1 Network Architecture
Base feature network SSD and FCN both use a high quality convolutional neural network
for visual feature extraction. We modify the Residual-101 (He et al., 2016) as the base feature
extraction network. We follow the design and architecture of Residual-101 but added the follow-
ing changes. Convolutional feature maps from Residual-101 are upsampled by deconvolutional
layers. Such upsampled high level feature maps are concatenated with lower level feature maps.
Please refer to Figure 6.4 for a detailed illustration and Table 6.1 for a detailed configuration. No-
tice that depending on the satellite image data, the input image can have a different number of
spectral channels C. Each convolutional and deconvolutional layer is followed by a batch nor-
malization layer.
We follow the spirit of the single-shot detection (SSD) network (Liu et al., 2016) in design-
ing our architecture. A high quality convolutional neural network is used as the base network
to extract visual features. In our case, we chose the Resnet-101 architecture (He et al., 2016).
The conv5_x feature before the final average pooling and the fully connected layer is used as
the visual feature for given input images. Compared with the VGG16 (Simonyan and Zisserman,
2015) base network used in the original SSD framework, the much deeper Resnet-101 network
has been shown to extract better feature representations, as indicated by its superior performance
in different vision tasks.
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Table 6.1: Base feature network detailed architecture. conv3_1, conv4_1, conv5_1 have a stride
of 2 to downsample the feature map.
Layer Input dim Output dim Kernel Stride
Conv1 224× 224× C 112× 112× 64 7× 7× 64 2
Max pool 112× 112× 64 56× 56× 64 3× 3 2
Conv2x 56× 56× 64 56× 56× 256
 1× 1× 643× 3× 64
1× 1× 256
× 3 1
Conv3x 56× 56× 256 28× 28× 512
1× 1× 1283× 3× 128
1× 1× 512
× 4 1
Conv4x 28× 28× 512 14× 14× 1024
 1× 1× 2563× 3× 256
1× 1× 1024
× 6 1
Conv5x 14× 14× 1024 7× 7× 2048
 1× 1× 5123× 3× 512
1× 1× 2048
× 3 1
deconv1 7× 7× 2048 14× 14× 512 3× 3× 512
deconv2 14× 14× 1536 28× 28× 256 3× 3× 256
deconv3 28× 28× 768 56× 56× 128 3× 3× 128
deconv4 56× 56× 384 112× 112× 64 3× 3× 64
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Figure 6.4: Proposed network architectures. We first use Resnet-101 (He et al., 2016) as the base
feature extraction network. Feature maps at different levels are upsampled by deconvolutional
layers (⊗). We use skip connections to concatenate (⊕) higher resolution but lower level features
with lower resolution but higher level features. For an given input image of resolution 224 × 224,
we upsample the feature map to 112 × 112 before the final detection head and FCN head. The
SSD detection head and FCN signed-distance head share the same base feature network, but
they are separately trained and don’t share weights. deconv1 has 2048 filters, deconv2 1024,
deconv3 512, deconv4 256.
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Table 6.2: Detection network detailed architecture.
Layer Input dim Output dim Kernel Stride
ssd_conv1 112× 112× 64 56× 56× 128 3× 3× 128 2
ssd_conv2 56× 56× 128 28× 28× 256 3× 3× 256 2
ssd_conv3 28× 28× 256 14× 14× 128 3× 3× 128 2
ssd_conv4 14× 14× 128 7× 7× 64 3× 3× 64 2
avg_pool 7× 7× 64 1× 1× 64 7× 7
For a 224 × 224 input image, the original Resnet-101 architecture will produce a 7 × 7 con-
volutional feature map, which is 32 times smaller in spatial resolution. Considering our 100m2
house appears no larger than 34 × 34 pixels even in the best satellite imagery, reducing its spa-
tial resolution 32 times will likely destroy any useful features, making accurate detection near
impossible. Thus, higher resolution feature maps are necessary for our task. Consequently, we
use low-level feature maps with a larger spatial resolution to capture fine details and high-level
features with a smaller spatial resolution to encode high-level semantics. Inspired by fully convo-
lutional networks (FCN) (Shelhamer et al., 2016), we upsample feature maps at different feature
extraction stages of the network and concatenate the resulting feature maps together as input to
later detection stages. See Figure 6.4 for example.
We use the deconv_4 feature as the input to the SSD detection sub-network. SSD then ap-
plies different convolutional layers to allow object prediction at multiple scales. A fixed set of
3D cuboids are estimated at each cell on each feature map level. To detect one building in the fea-
ture map, we need to estimate its six geometric parameters (wb, lb, hr, θ, xc, yc) and one semantic
class score conf (building or not). For a feature layer of sizem× n with p channels, we apply 7k
small 3× 3× p convolution kernels to estimate k default 3D cuboids. This leads to 7kmn outputs
for them × n shaped feature map. Using a convolutional filter to fit cuboids at each feature map
location provides a natural solution for our heavily cluttered scenario.
Feature maps from the base feature network are fed into the multi-scale detection framework
to find buildings and estimate their parameters. Please refer to Figure 6.5 and Table 6.2 for de-
tailed configurations.
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Figure 6.5: Architecture for 3D detection network.
6.3.2 Vector Map Pre-processing
We want to use public GIS information, such as OpenStreetMap, as supervision to train the
neural network. 2D building footprints are generally represented as polygons in OpenStreetMap.
Polygon vertex coordinates are given in the geo-spatial latitude/longitude system, while the neu-
ral network needs to know precise pixel locations in the satellite images in order to learn about
buildings. To train our neural network, we first need to align the raster satellite image and Li-
DAR data wrt the OpenStreetMap vector labeling data. Geo-referenced satellite images and Li-
DAR data are first reprojected to the same WGS84 coordinate system (DoD, 1984).
Once geo-referenced wrt WGS84, an affine transformation A ∈ R2×3 can be obtained for
each satellite image and LiDAR map to relate raster position (in pixel/line coordinates) and geo-
referenced locations (in latitude/longitude coordinates) [lng, lat]T = A[x, y, 1]T .
Each building contour can then be projected into the image space with A. We then calculate
the ground-truth building cuboid parameters (wb, lb, xc, yc, θ) in the image space. Given an irreg-
ular polygon, we first obtain all pixel locationsM falling within the polygon, and the tightest
upright enclosing box around the polygon. Orientation is estimated via the moments of the poly-
gonmpq =
∑
x,y∈M x
pyqI(x, y), where I = 1 for pixels within the building boundary and 0
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otherwise. Similar to ORB (Rublee et al., 2011), we can obtain the orientation as:
θ = tan−1(m01,m10) (6.1)
and the building center as:
(xc, yc) =
(
m10
m00
,
m01
m00
)
(6.2)
The oriented building polygons are then rotated to the up-right directly based on the esti-
mated angle θ. The bounding box size lb, wb is measured as the pixel dimension of the tightest
enclosing bounding box in the up-right direction. The ground-truth roof-height hr is computed
as the average height of the LiDAR data within the polygon. In summary, this obtains all the
ground-truth parameters of the labeled buildings from OpenStreetMap.
6.3.3 Training
Ground-truth cuboid matching Following Liu et al. (2016), our detection network performs
bounding box regression at each feature map location without using region proposals (Ren et al.,
2016). Thus during training, we need to know which default cuboid box correspond to ground-
truth detections to allow end-to-end training. We match each ground-truth cuboid to the default
cuboid with the highest IoU overlap. In addition, ground truth cuboid boxes are also assigned to
default cuboids with higher than 0.5 IoU overlap.
Objective function At each feature map location, the detection network needs to identify if
a cuboid contains a building, and, if so, what the geometric parameters of the building are. xij is
an indicator function when default cuboid i matches ground-truth cuboid j for building detection.
We formulate the training objective as a weighted sum between the classification confidence loss
Lconf and the geometric prediction errors Lgeo.
Ldet(x, l, g) =
1
N
(Lconf + αLgeo(x, l, g)) (6.3)
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We set the weight, α, to 2.5 via cross-validation. The confidence loss Lconf is a single-class cross-
entropy loss for buildings. We adopt a cuboid regression parameterization strategy similar to
Faster R-CNN (Ren et al., 2016). The convolutional regressors output the predicted cuboid l cen-
ter location as the offset wrt the default cuboid g center location, predicted cuboid length lb, and
width wb, rotation angle θ, and roof height hr, as relative scales wrt the default cuboid.
g˜xcj = (g
xc
j − dxci )/dxci g˜ycj = (gycj − dyci )/dyci (6.4)
g˜wbj = log (g
wb
j /d
wb
i ) g˜
lb
j = log (g
lb
j /d
lb
i ) (6.5)
g˜hrj = log (ghrj /dhri ) g˜θj = log (gθj/dθi ) (6.6)
The geometric loss models the difference between the predicted cuboid l and the ground truth
cuboid g:
Lgeo(x) =

0.5x2 if 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
|x| − 0.5 otherwise
(6.7)
Lgeo(x, l, g) =
N∑
i∈Pos
∑
m∈{x,y,w,h,l,θ}
xijLgeo(l
m
i − g˜mj ) (6.8)
Default cuboid designWe use the same scaling and aspect ratio setting as the original SSD
framework (Liu et al., 2016). Differently, each default cuboid is also responsible for regressing
angle θ and the roof height hr. The original six default cuboids are placed at one feature map lo-
cation without rotation. We add another six default cuboids with the same scale and aspect ratios
but rotated clockwise by pi/4.
Data augmentation To augment our image set during training, we randomly sample from
among the following strategies:
1. randomly sample a patch,
2. random horizontal flip with 0.5 probability,
3. random vertical flip with 0.5 probability,
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Geo: ∆(xc, yc, hr, lb, wb,θ)
Conf: (conf)
Figure 6.6: Default cuboid design. In addition to bounding box center and size, our default
cuboids also regress the rotation and roof height. Thus we added another group of six rotated
default cuboids with the same scale and aspect ratio.
4. random rotation of the image.
Unlike images used in other visual detection tasks, the visual semantics of the aerial image
do not change after horizontally/vertically flipping or arbitrarily rotation. Allowing flipping and
rotation in data augmentation can let the network be more sufficiently trained to better estimate
building orientation.
Hard negative miningMany default cuboids are negative examples during training, which
leads to a significant imbalance between positive and negative training samples. We follow (Liu
et al., 2016) to pick highly confident negative samples and constrain the negative-to-positive ratio
up to 3.
Optimization Deconvolutional (transposed convolutional) layers are initialized with bilinear
interpolation weights. Later convolutional layers are randomly initialized with the Xavier uni-
form initializer (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). We train the detection network using Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2015) optimizer with an initial learning rate of 10−4 and batch size 8.
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6.4 Overlapping Refinement
Outputs from each detection convolutional layer are aggregated to produce raw 3D build-
ing detection results. In most detection pipelines, a non-maximum suppression with a small
intersection-over-union (IoU) threshold is applied to discard less confident overlapping detec-
tions. Since small amounts of overlap are valid for standard object detection tasks, a small IoU
threshold is allowed in non-maximum suppression to ensure higher recall. However, buildings do
not overlap in the real world. Thus, in our task, predicted 3D cuboids could not overlap with each
other. Naïvely, setting the IoU threshold to 0 might eliminate all overlapping outputs, but empir-
ically this turns out to dramatically reduce detection recall. Due to the limited ground sampling
resolution of satellite images, smaller cuboids are usually predicted less confident. More confi-
dent larger cuboids can eliminate all surrounding neighbor detections with zero IoU threshold
during non-maximum suppression.
To resolve the overlap problem, we introduce another fully convolutional network (FCN) that
estimates pixel distances wrt to building boundaries. As with our detection network, we use the
Resnet-101 feature maps as the base network. We attach another deconvolution layer followed
by two convolution layers after the upsampled Resnet-101 feature map to predict a pixel-wise
signed distance map. At each pixel location, the predicted value is the smallest distance wrt the
building boundaries. Pixel locations inside the building boundaries have positive values while
pixel locations outside the building boundaries have negative values. With these outputs, bound-
ing contours are clearly defined as the zero level set in the predicted signed distance map. See
Figure 6.7 for an example.
For a given image, the forward pass of our network will produce a set of 3D cuboids around
each building, as well as a pixel-wise signed distance map. For each cuboid box overlapping with
other detections, we extract its corresponding building contour as indicated by the zero level-set
on the signed distance map. We then use RANSAC to find the approximate cuboid within the
enclosing contour that has the largest IoU value wrt the contour. hr is not modified during fitting.
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Figure 6.7: (Left) Example satellite image with labeled building polygons. (Right) Ground-truth
signed distance field with ground-truth building polygons overlayed on top.
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Figure 6.8: Architecture for signed-distance map prediction network.
6.4.1 Network Architecture
Please refer to Figure 6.8 and Table 6.3 for detailed configurations. Notice that we add a
batch normalization layer after deconv5 and fcn-conv6.
6.4.2 Training
Our distance-map network uses a fully convolutional architecture, which allows image-to-
image training. That is, for each input image and ground-truth signed distance map, the forward
pass of the FCN network will produce an estimated signed-distance map at the same resolution
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Table 6.3: Signed-distance map network detailed architecture.
Layer Input dim Output dim Kernel Stride
deconv5 112× 112× 64 224× 224× 128 3× 3× 128
fcn-conv6 224× 224× 128 56× 56× 64 3× 3× 64 1
fcn-conv7 224× 224× 64 56× 56× 1 3× 3× 1 1
of the input image. The training objective, therefore, minimizes the sum of the squared error be-
tween the distance prediction and the ground-truth distance for all pixel locations.
Ldis =
∑
p
‖d(p)− d˜(p)‖2 (6.9)
We adopted the same initialization strategy as our detection network. We used Adam with an
initial learning rate of 5× 10−4 and batch size 32.
6.5 Experiments
6.5.1 Dataset
DatasetWe obtained satellite images and LiDAR data for the Boston area through
public source. Vector labelings of the corresponding area are obtained through Open-
StreetMap (OpenStreetMap-Foundation, 2006). In the Boston dataset, no overlapping
views are available.
We also conducted experiments on a multi-view stereo satellite dataset (Bosch et al., 2016).
The MVS dataset contains multiple satellite views of the same area taken at different times, and
ground-truth LiDAR data is provided to evaluate the performance of the stereo reconstructions.
We also made the ambitious move to compare our single-view based method against state-of-the-
art multi-view stereo based methods (Wang et al., 2016b). SpaceNet (DigitalGlobe, 2016) is an-
other open satellite image dataset with high quality labeled training data. We only use SpaceNet
to test the generalization ability of our model.
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Table 6.4: Detailed dataset statistics.
Dataset Satellite OpenStreetMap LiDAR Google Earth Tiles
Boston X X X X 1327
MVS X X X × 2132
SpaceNet X X × × 6094
Dataset split Satellite images contain huge numbers of pixels. Thus we split source images at
a fixed 224× 224 resolution to fit data into GPU memory. Specifically, bounding boxes intersect-
ing image patch boundaries are discarded. We divide the satellite images into non-overlapping
patches so that we can randomly split the patch collections into a disjoint training, validation, and
test set.
We used three datasets in total for our experiments. Please refer to Table 6.4 for detailed data
modalities about each dataset. In the Boston and SpaceNet dataset, we first withheld an area for
visualization of large scale reconstructions. For MVS dataset and the remaining areas in Boston
and SpaceNet, images are divided into non-overlapping tiles, and split into 80% training, 10%
validation, and 10% test sets for training and evaluation.
Compared to ImageNet or MS-COCO, we have a smaller number of training image tiles. But
each tile can contain hundreds of buildings, thus providing a sufficient number of building in-
stances. In addition, we only need to learn one semantic category, building or not building, which
also simplifies the learning task. We only evaluated the height estimation when ground-truth Li-
DAR is available. Since no LiDAR is available for the SpaceNet dataset, we cannot directly train
models on the SpaceNet dataset. We used the ensemble of two models, one trained on Boston
and the other trained on MVS, to test the generalization capability of our methods.
6.5.2 Evaluation
We show qualitative examples of our estimated 3D model from satellite images in Table 6.6.
We also quantitatively evaluated our proposed system on two datasets. We adopted mean average
precision (mAP) to evaluate detection performance, and root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) to
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Table 6.5: Quantitative evaluations. Mean average precision (%): higher is better. Height RMSE
(meters) lower is better. Rotation RMSE (radial) lower is better.
Dataset mAP Height RMSE Rotation RMSE
Boston 0.51 2.72 0.17
MVS 0.49 2.10 0.19
evaluate geometric performance. Especially, we report the RMSE of roof height rh and rotation
angle θ for our true positive predictions. Details can be found in Table 6.5.
On the MVS dataset (Bosch et al., 2016), we further compare our height estimation perfor-
mance against state-of-the-art multi-view satellite stereo methods (Wang et al., 2016b). For a fair
comparison, we only evaluated the positive detected areas. LiDAR ground-truth is used as the
evaluation metric. Not surprisingly, mvs method achieves a lower height RMSE (0.79) compared
to the 2.10 RMSE reported for our method. Most importantly though our proposed method can
estimate the 3D building primitives from a single image whereas our work (Wang et al., 2016b)
requires multiple images, which are not always available. Additional limitations of our current
training are that the network is trained with the average height value of a building, which can
cause confusion.
We further compared our method with Sun et al. (2014) and Izadi and Saeedi (2012) on the
MVS dataset. Sun et al. (2014) estimates 2D polygonal building footprints from a single view
while Izadi and Saeedi (2012) utilizes shadow information to perform geometric analyses. De-
tailed results can be found in Table 6.7. Table 6.7 demonstrates that our method achieves signif-
icant improvements over the state-of-the-art. Intuitively, in residential areas, many buildings are
cluttered and have similar height. Shadows are not obvious in such regions. Izadi and Saeedi
(2012) thus performed poorly. We also report the IoU between predicted footprint and ground-
truth on true-positive detections. Higher IoU means more ground truth pixels are covered. The
limitation of cuboid representation leads to our lower IoU. We also noticed that our method is
fairly robust to tree occlusions while Sun et al. (2014) and Izadi and Saeedi (2012) often fails.
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Table 6.6: Visualizations of our single view reconstructed parametric models tested on the
SpaceNet (DigitalGlobe, 2016) dataset. First row: detected buildings are visualized in red. Sec-
ond row: estimated models Please refer to the supplementary materials for more visualizations.
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Table 6.7: Comparison with baseline methods.
Method Sun et al. (2014) Izadi and Saeedi (2012) Ours
mAP 0.29 0.21 0.49
Recall 0.51 0.43 0.85
IoU 0.85 0.87 0.73
Height NA 1.92 2.10
Our method achieved height estimation accuracy similar to Izadi but recovered significantly
more buildings.
6.6 Discussion
6.6.1 Input data
Satellite images usually come in two forms: higher resolution single channel grayscale
panchromatic images, and lower resolution multi-channel multi-spectral images. We found the
best scores are achieved by pansharpening (Vivone et al., 2015) the low-resolution images to the
panchromatic resolution and then concatenating them as input to the neural network. Intuitively,
panchromatic images have finer details but multi-spectral pixel values from different frequencies
carry more information.
6.6.2 Radiometric correction
Radiometric correction of satellite images is important for multi-view stereo, as indicated
by (Wang et al., 2016b). However, radiometric correction causes negligible performance differ-
ence for our methods. Radiometric correction, in essence, is a linear transformation of the pixel
values. Neural networks can easily learn such a transformation to mimic the radiometric correc-
tion. Hence, our proposed method shows significantly improved the robustness of its estimation
to this typical class of satellite image disturbances.
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Table 6.8: Performance comparison at different feature map resolution. Mean average precision
(%): higher is better. Height RMSE (meters) lower is better. Rotation RMSE (radial) lower is
better. Increasing the feature map resolutions can lead to improvements for all regression tasks.
We use the largest 112× 112 feature map in our benchmark.
Metric Dataset 14× 14 28× 28 56× 56 112× 112
mAP Boston 0.21 0.37 0.47 0.51MVS 0.19 0.32 0.41 0.49
Height Boston 4.12 3.97 3.15 2.72MVS 4.19 3.83 3.08 2.10
Rotation Boston 0.33 0.27 0.23 0.17MVS 0.32 0.29 0.25 0.19
6.6.3 Feature map resolution
The original SSD framework has reduced performance wrt small objects. A special “zoom-
out” data augmentation strategy is adopted during training to overcome this. We took a different
approach, i.e., enlarging the feature map input to the detection module. We observed consistently
improving results, as shown in Table 6.8.
6.6.4 Instance-aware segmentation
Instance-aware semantic segmentation systems can find all instances of objects together with
their belonging pixels. We compare our detection based system against state-of-the-art instance-
aware segmentation system (Multi-network cascade (Dai et al., 2016)). Since the original MNC
network cannot predict building rotation θ and roof height rh, we only compare mAP metric on
detection results. On the Boston test set, our method (52.1% mAP) outperforms the MNC system
(46.2%). Qualitative results are shown in Figure 6.9.
6.6.5 Limitations of Cuboids
The cuboid representation we used has its limitations, for example as shown in the above
IoU comparison. But it also has the following advantages. Cuboid representation is simple yet
effective. Instance-ware segmentation or FCN gives irregular boundaries. Comparatively, regu-
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Figure 6.9: (Left) Example detection using our proposed system. (Right) Results from instance-
aware segmentation system (Dai et al., 2016). Note that MNC detects fewer buildings and pro-
duces irregular boundaries.
lar shapes are easier to process for later applications for example in GIS data extraction or large
scale 3D maps as our cuboid representation is compact and efficient to store/process. Existing
methods that estimated polygonal models, usually require additional data other than images (Ort-
ner et al., 2007). Our cuboid achieved a balance between accuracy and the required input data.
6.6.6 Future work
Currently, our proposed system outputs a flat top for all building instances. Simple rooftop
models can add much more realism to the reconstructed models. Our method can be readily ex-
tended to include root-type classification: instead of judging if an image patch is building or
not, we let the network learn what kind of rooftop it is. In addition, misalignment between raster
data and vector labeling hinders the performance of our model. We leave the improvement of the
training data to future work.
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CHAPTER 7: DISCUSSION
Satellite images, due to their unique characteristics, bring both challenges and opportunities
for many potential applications. Throughout this dissertation, we have demonstrated the possi-
bility of geometric, semantic, and parametric 3D reconstructions from satellite imagery. In this
chapter, we conclude this dissertation and briefly explore possible future research directions re-
lated to satellite imagery.
7.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, we systematically studied the characteristics of modern satellite images
and the challenges they posed for 3D reconstructions. We proposed efficient and effective meth-
ods to automatically compensate for the calibration errors embedded in the satellite RPC camera
model. Beyond just geometric reconstructions, we take full advantage of the available data to
explore high-order semantic reconstructions as well.
Considering the huge number of disparity candidates, we proposed stereo reconstruction al-
gorithms that are highly efficient. Both our stereo algorithm and joint reconstruction algorithm
discarded the exhaustive disparity search during the reconstruction process. Relying on image
space edge-aware interpolation (Chapter 4), or 3D space local structure sampling (Chapter 5),
our satellite reconstruction algorithm has demonstrated unprecedented computation efficiency.
The success of our algorithms heavily utilized the local smoothness priors of natural images. For
edge-aware interpolation, reliable but sparse correspondences are obtained first by rejecting out-
liers using the triangulation solver. The local smoothness prior ensures that interpolating neigh-
boring correspondences can lead to meaningful and accurate dense, pixel-wise correspondence
field. For the 3D scene sampling, the local smoothness prior distribute the huge optimization
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burden across the local neighborhood, thus boosting the computational efficiency of the infer-
ence process. We demonstrated that by carefully incorporating such useful image priors with the
special characteristics of satellite images, we could significantly increase both the accuracy and
efficiency of satellite imagery based 3D reconstruction pipeline.
Besides point cloud reconstructions and semantic models, to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to consider the usefulness of parametric models for urban reconstruction tasks. Com-
pared with traditional point cloud models, parametric models are compact for data transfer but
still preserve certain geometric information for many applications, for example, 3D mapping.
The instance-level semantic information also makes parametric models useful for direct interac-
tion and manipulation. The geo-registration between satellite images and the public GIS infor-
mation (vectorized map data) provides the opportunity for applying machine learning methods
to extract parametric models from a single view. Our work already demonstrated the possibil-
ity of utilizing such geo-registration information to train data-hungry machine learning models.
Last but not least, we believe our work, although limited in its cuboid representation capabilities,
shed light on the importance and practicalness of single view parametric model reconstructions.
We strongly believe that parametric modeling, as well as utilizing geo-registration to train data-
hungry models, will prove useful for many more applications on satellite imagery.
7.2 Future Work
7.2.1 Efficient and Robust RPC Solvers
In Chapter 3, a Groebner basis based solver is proposed to solve the RPC triangulation prob-
lem. Although the Groebner basis based solver empirically generates good solutions in a fairly
robust and efficient manner, other alternative solutions exist. In its essence, the RPC projec-
tion process can be re-written as a set of cubic equations. A combination of resultants and nu-
meric eigen solvers can be used to compute the solutions for such polynomial equation systems.
Such alternative methods have demonstrated their success in other vision problems, as shown in
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(Manocha, 1994; Wallack and Manocha, 1998). For three cubic equations, good resultants are
known based on the Dixon formulation (Kapur et al., 1994; Manocha, 1994). Thus, only three
out of the four known pixel coordinates are needed to solve the polynomial equation system. The
unused forth pixel coordinate can be used for verification and outlier rejection, as described in
Chapter 3.
7.2.2 Multi-Modal 3D Reconstructions
Satellite images mostly provide a top-down view of the Earth surface. Reconstructed 3D
models can capture the rooftops but barely have any coverage for vertical facades. On the other
hand, ground-level imagery, or street view images, provide detailed visual observation of the ver-
tical building facades/walls, but no observation of building roofs.
More complete 3D models can be obtained if top-down satellite/aerial view and the ground-
level imagery can be utilized together during the reconstruction process. However, since the two
data modalities share very limited visual overlap, registering and fusing them together can be
very hard.
7.2.3 Multi-Modal Machine Learning
Satellite images are registered to geographical coordinate systems, but only with limited regis-
tration accuracy. Many other data modalities, such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data, vector-
ized map data, coarse digital elevation models (DEM), and land usage data, have been collected
all over the globe and registered geographically.
Such data, if utilized together, can achieve many useful and challenging tasks. For example,
by combining high-resolution satellite images and low-resolution land usage classification map
together, refined land usage classification map can be easily obtained and updated. By register-
ing vectorized maps with raster images, they can be utilized as ground-truth supervision to enable
many visual recognition tasks on satellite imagery. Using such registration as ground-truth su-
pervision, machine learning models can be trained to update vectorized maps from raster image
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observations. The Pixel2Pixel system (Isola et al., 2016) has demonstrated the preliminary suc-
cess of such translation.
However, the accurate and automatic registration of geo-spatial data across different modali-
ties is fundamental yet unsolved for all the aforementioned tasks. Many other factors other than
inherent cross-modal differences make the registration problem harder, for example, different
data might exhibit very different scales. Being able to register satellite imagery with other modal-
ities enables many data-driven methods to be applied on satellite imagery without the tedious
efforts of manual labeling.
Another potential direction is registration across the temporal domain. For example, with
the frequent updates from satellite images, economical analysis for certain business entities can
be easily obtained by counting the number of parked vehicles. Registration of the current visual
observation and historical data can also benefit not only historic studies but also studies requir-
ing long-term evidence such as climate changes. Intuitively, historical and modern observations
should exhibit dramatic visual differences. How to establish reliable correspondences in the pres-
ence of such visual appearance changes is challenging but critical.
7.2.4 Machine Learning with Noisy Supervision
Long before Columbus started his course to discover America, people have been charting
maps and recording/measuring Earth. Such manual annotation, in the modern age, continues in
the form of online crowdsourcing maps, such as OpenStreetMaps (OpenStreetMap-Foundation,
2006).
Such annotation, if properly utilized, can enable many data-driven methods on geo-spatial
datasets, including satellite imagery. Compared with many other visual recognition tasks, such
as object detection and instance-aware segmentations, vectorized maps can be utilized as ground-
truth guidances without the efforts of manual labeling. However, there are difficulties extruding
the usage of such geo-spatial “free” annotations: (i) reliable and automatic cross-modality reg-
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istration remains to be solved; (ii) crowd-sourced map suffers from inaccurate and inconsistent
annotations.
Crowd-sourced map annotations are usually obtained by showing voluntary users an aeri-
al/satellite image and letting the user provide annotations. Ensuring the quality of such labeling
process is challenging. Thus the final obtained labeling can vary: for urban and popular areas,
quality tends to be higher since more people pay attention. But for less interesting areas, annota-
tions might be of low quality or not even exist.
To utilize such unreliable annotation for data-driven methods, machine learning models must
explicitly model the uncertainty of the ground-truth data. Unsupervised or semi-supervised learn-
ing methods are promising approaches to better utilize such noisy annotations.
7.2.5 Systematic Design and Engineering
Good system design and engineering are very important aspects of successful applications.
Large-scale 3D modeling techniques, as well as deep learning systems, all significantly benefited
from excellent engineering design and implementation.
Considering the amount of potentially available data from satellite imaging platform and the
ever-increasing update frequency, how to effectively store, query, and process such large amount
of data, is a non-negligible direction of future efforts.
In addition to proposing more efficient algorithms, designing distributed algorithms to effi-
ciently process large geospatial datasets to improve scalability can be of great significance when
transforming academic prototypes into real-world productions.
Similar to the concept of “level of details” in computer graphics, different applications might
require 3D models or outputs at different quality levels. How to effectively cache data at different
levels and design algorithms and systems that can fully utilize such layered storage hierarchy can
be of significant practical importance regarding real-world applications.
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